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(Staff Photo by David Hill
the X-Ray technician to immediately see the X-Rays. The equipment also incorporates a video-tape machine,so physicians may review the films

Injuries Fatal Heating Oil Users Could Be
Required To Lower Temperatures
To MSU Student As Much As 6 Degrees Under Plan

0

WEATHER
FORECAST

•••

ice

Mostly cloudy and mild with
a few showers or thundershowers through Wednesday. Lows
tonight in the 504. Highs
Wednesday in the Vas.
Partly cloudy Thursday, increasing cloudiness Friday,
chance of showers Saturday.
Mild Thursday through Saturday, with lows in the 304 and
highs in the 504.

On the opening day of burley
sales last year, Kentucky markets moved 21,737,892 pounds of
tobacco for an average price of
$79.42 per hundredweight.
The low volume Monday was
in keeping with pre-season predictions after poor weather during the growing season delayed
and stunted this year's crop.
Farmers and warehousemen
attributed Monday's high
prices—as high as $91 on some
baskets—to the short supply
and increased government
price supports.
Travis said foreign demand
also would help keep the price

AEC Does Not Plan
To Cut Paducah Plant
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — The
Atomic Energy Commission
says it has no immediate plans
to cut the amount of electric
power the Paducah Atomic
Plant may use to produce nuclear power plant fuel.
The government has said it
will divert power used in such
plants to other uses if necessary, but AEC Information Director Phil Keif said Monday
there are no immediate plans
to do so.
The plant uses power at the
fate et ri,Stb,UNt rritgaWilt!
hours a year—about the annual
consumption of a city the size
of Washington, D.C.—to menufacture enriched wsniurn, the
raw material for the fuel nudear power plants use.
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owners or occupants may apply
to the local board for adjustment."
The priority uses include fuel
production and distribution;
public transportation; farming;
feed processing and clistribution, industry; cargo and
mail hauling; municipal police,
fire and sanitation services and
medical establishments.
In other action on the fuel
shortage:
—Treasury Secretary George
P. Shultz said the United States
should guide its energy policy
on the assumption that Arab oil
deliveries aren't going to be resumed. "We have to have a
program geared in the long run
so others won't have us by the
throat," he said.
—The House Appropriations
Committee approved $52.1 million for accelerated federal
energy research and $21.1 million to run mandatory fuel allocation programs.
—Charles Binsted, president
of the National Congress of Petrolettm Retailers, said gasoline
stations would have to seek
price relief from the Cost of
Living Council if the supply of
gasoline is reduced any further.
President Nixon has said deliveries to dealers will be cut 15
per cent.
—Deputy White House Press
(See Energy, Page 10)

The new 50-bed north wing of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has been occupied and
is now in full use, according to
Administrator Stuart Poston.
Among the features of the
new wing is a four-bed intensive
care unit located on the second
floor, adjacent to the coronary
care unit. The remaining 12
beds on the second floor of the
wing are to be used as a postintensive care unit.
This area, under the direction
of Mrs.Shirley Lamb,will serve
the needs of the patients as they
leave the coronary and intensive care units, as well as the
more seriously ill patients that
have normally been cared for
on the regular medical or
surgical floors.
Also released by Poston was a
comparison of hospital rates
showing Murray to be the
lowest of five area hospitals,
including Lourdes in Paducah,
Hopkins County in Madisonville, Jennie Stuart in
Hopkinsville, and Western
Baptist in Paducah.
The Murray rate for 1972 was
$71.26 per day compared to a
high of $93.50 during 1972 at
Hopkins County. The average
for the first six months of 1973
For Murray was $71.50, compared to a high of $97.64 at
Hopkins County.
The local administrator was
most pleased with the near-zero
increase of the rate at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital over 1972. He noted
that all the other hospitals had
rate increases of several dollars
per day.
"We place stress on cost
containment, while keeping
employment at a reasonable
level," Poston said in ,explaining the low increase in
rates. '"the Board of Directors
has taken a stand to keep costs
down."

The entire $800,000 for the
modernization of the hospital
and the construction of the new
wing was financed completely
by the hospital. No funds were
borrowed, no bonds secured, no
public money involved, Poston
said. The hospital was able to
finance the necessary construction while still keeping cost
increases to a minimum.
On the first floor of the new
wing is the laboratory, with
seven technicians and ultramodern equipment. Across the
hall is the new blood bank, with
plans calling for a walk-in
community blood bank next
year, courtesy of donations by
,the local Lions Club.
ALso on the first floor is the
bacteriology laboratory, where
technicians grow bacteria for
exand
observation
perimentation with drugs to
combat the germs.
All the rooms in the new wing
are semi-private, with two beds
in each room. The expansion
alleviates an acute shortage of
beds in the original section of
the hospital, and 15 private
rooms have been reclaimed, as
have treatment rooms and
lobbies which had been used for
beds.

All rooms are being refurnished in the original wing of
the hospital, with new furniture
and drapes replacing the
venetian blinds. New electric
beds and all color televisions
are also included in the
remodeling.
A new televised X-Ray
process is the feature of the XRay lab on the second floor of
the original hospital. The
$125,000 piece of equipment
allows X-Ray technicians to
"see" inside the patient on a TV
screen, and also has a videotape recorder so that doctors
may review the films.
Further improvements and
the establishment of new areas
and functions are planned by
the administration. Among
these will be a segregated
pediatric area, on second floor.
Physical therapy will be
moving into the old laboratory
area, and x-ray will expand into
adjacent rooms.
Long-range plans call for
additional construction for
more beds and' more support
departments, Poston said, while
still keeping cost increases to a
minimum.

Prosecutors
To Play Tape
In Open Court

came during a hearing in U.S.
District Court called to determine what caused an 18-minute
gap in the tape of a June 20,
1972 meeting in President Nixon's suite in the Executive Office Building.
Rose Mary Woods, President
Nixon's personal secretary, testified she believes she accidentally pushed the wrong button
when she was interrupted while
listening to the tape of the
meeting between the President
and H. R. Haldeman, then
White House chief of staff. The
meeting was held three days
after the Watergate break-in.
In court today, assistant special Watergate prosecutor Jill
Volmer had the taping machine
set up in front of Miss Woods
and asked her to demonstrate
what had happened.
.
I
Miss Woods had told the
court Monday that she had
reached to her left to answer a
telephone and apparently had
pushed the record button inMaggie Battle
Quentin Fannin
up, and added, "I can't see any
Murray High
stead of the stop button and
Calloway High
excuse for it getting cheaper."
had kept her foot on a pedal
A farmer, Bill Hillard of
which kept the tape moving.
Franklin County, leaned on a
But when she demonstrated
basket of his tobacco at the
in court today and took the earFourth Street Tobacco Warephones off, she also took her
house in Lexington and grinfoot off the pedal and the tape
ned.
reel stopped.
"Yep, I'm satisfied with the
Miss Woods insisted though
price, he said, "and I was exQuentin Lee Fannin of
This fall he was named a that "if there was anything on
(See Burley, Page 10)
Calloway County High School National Merit Semifinalist for the tape, that was the way it
and Miss Maggie Battle of year 1973-74. He is at present
would have had to happen."
Murray High School have been vice-president of the Student
The prosecutors asked Miss
named as the recipients for the Council, member of Beta Club, Woods if she could deliver the
November Distinguish Youth Clean Teens, Varsity A Debate electric typewriter and high inAwards given by the Home team, on the track team and
tensity lamp that were on her
Department of the Murray active in the community in desk.
Woman's Club.
Explorer Scout Work.
The White House said MonFannin won first place in the day that a hum occurring in
Three factors are considered
in choosing the honorees, Senior High Division Bilogical the 18-minute gap on the tape
(See Tape, Page 10)
namely, scholarship, character Science at the West Kentucky
and service, a department Regional Fair last year. He has
spokesman said. A plaque with won several first place awards State Christmas
the students' names engraved in speech and debate contests.
He plans to attend college, at
on bronze will continue to be on
Tree To Be Lighted
display at Dale and Stub- Murray State University and
major in Biology.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
blefield's Drugs.
Miss Battle, daughter of Dr. Kentucky's state Christmas
Avrard.s will be given this and Mrs. Guy Battle, 1103 Main tree apparently won't become a
scholastic year during the Street, is a senior at Murray victim of the power shortage.
November, High School. She attends the
Gov. Wendell Ford's office
of
months
announced Monday that KenFebruary, March, and April, First Presbyterian Church.
The honor recipient is a tucky is not short of electricity
according to Mrs. Carl
Harrison, chairman of this National Merit Semifinalist, a and that the tree will be lightmember of the French Club, a ed. Press Secretary Tommy
project.
Preston did say the tree may
Fannin, son of Mr. and Mrs. member of the Speech Club, and
not be lighted for so many days
Talmadge Fannin, is a senior at Is Organizations Editor of the
MRS.MURHAVATATEA The tisree-ftnallsht or Mrs. Murray State University are shown from left Calloway High School. He was yearbook.
as usual this year, and it may
to right, Jenne Wise, Barbara Johnson, and Sheila-gliaw. Mis.11turesyStiste will ho crowned At hell, selected as,,,.‘citizen,, of, the
Miss Battle has participated be turned on for fewer hours
time of the Murray State and Arkansas College basketball game Dec. 5. Mrs. Wise, a senior English Month" at the school by the *Debate'sold State Swim estects etCh day- •
major, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lee H. Hodges of 141 Charlotte Ann Drive, Paducah. Mrs. Student C,ouncit,He ranks t4,9J. where she placed second and
Preston said the state's tree
Johnson, a senior home economics major, is the daughter of Mr. and Mn. Fast Jaynes of Maylieid in a class of 194 and has a grade -fourth.She is also an office aid, may ine..ato
113ne many-Route 2. Mrs. Shaw,a senior business education major. is the daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Scott DeMyer point average of 96.93 for his according to her principal, Eli Frankfort residents have, espe(Photo by Wilson Woolley ) three years at the school.
of Hickman Route 2.
Alexander
cially children and old people.

Record Burley Prices Should
Hold Up Tobacco Official Says
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP — A
tobacco official says the record
prices paid for tobacco as markets opened across the Burley
Belt probably will hold up or
even improve during the selling
season.
Prices on Kentucky markets
averaged more than $86 per
hundred pounds during opening
day sales Monday, and Richard
C. Travis of the Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative Association said any change probably would be upward.
With all 27 Kentucky markets
reporting, the average was
$86.32 per hundredweight on
light sales of 18,102,604 pounds,
for a total of $15,625,715.90, the
state Department of Agriculture reported.
The average beat the record
season's average for Kentucky
markets, $81.21 set In.1971, and
also marked a record one-day
sales price.

sociated Press and verified by
administration sources.
The regulations also would
guarantee certain high-priority
users anywhere from 90 per
cent of last year's fuel oil supply to 100 per cent of their
needs this year
Barring unforeseen coinplications, the regulations will
take effect Jan. 1.
Under the plan, dealers
would be legally required to
impose the reductions upon the
heating oil delivered to their
customers. Purchasers would
not need coupons to receive
their rations.
The dealers would be required to calculate and distribute the correct amounts according to the formula set by
the regulations.
Oil dealers could be fined up
to $5,000 for each violation of
the regulations, which forbid
them to discriminate in deliveries or contract terms among
customers within each c.ategory.
The regulations seem to, indicate that homeowners who
Last year kept their thermostats
at a below-average level would
have to lower them by six additional degrees.
However, the proposed regulations say that, "When ( the
lower thermostat setting ) resuits in undue hardships, the

L

New Wing Expands
Hospital Capacity
••••

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
administration has drawn up
plans that could require homeowners who use heating oil to
turn their thermostats down six
degrees from where they were
last year. ,
Other users of oil heat, including commercial and government buildings, could be
forced to lower temperatures
ten degrees or make equivalent
fuel savings,
The plans are contained in
the administration's proposal
for rationing of heating oil,
which was published today in
the Federal Register.
A draft of the proposed regulations was obtained by The As-
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A Murray *at* .Uniearaity Fabre care was headed south.
student died from injuries Passengers in the rabre care
received in an auto accident were Mrs. Lola Fabre and Miss
north of Hardin Monday, ac- Vinnie Evans, both of whom
cording to Kentucky State were admitted to the Benton
Hospital for treatment. Fabre
Police.
was treated at the hospital and
Michael released.
Dead
is
Krywokobylskyj, 18, a freshThe accident occurred 1.1
man at Murray State.
miles north of Hardin at eight
Krywokobylskyj was injured a.m. Monday, according to
when his car collided with a car Trooper McIntosh.
driven by Noland J. Fabre, 62,
Krywokobylskyj, a 1973
of Baton Rouge, La. Accident graduate of North Marshall
reports filed by State Trooper High School, was a freshman
E.R. McIntosh said that the history major at Murray State.
Krywokobylskyj car apparently He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
crossed the center stripe and Adam Krywokobylskuj, Route
collided head-on with the Fabre One, Gilbertsville.
care.
Krywokobylskyj. was adKrywokobylskyj was headed mitted to the Lourdes Hospital
north on Highway 641 at the in Paducah for multiple injuries
time of the accident and the where he died later Monday.

$1

-a•—Val7ac.

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, November 27, 1973

CLOSED CIRCUIT TV—One of the new pieces of equipment at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital is a $125,000 television-X-Ray apparatus, which allows
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal prosecutors prepared today to play in open court a
copy of one of the subpoenaed
White House Watergate tapes.
The decision to play the tape

Students Receive Awards
From Home Department
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Calloway Beta Club
Has Regular Meet
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New Concord PTC Has Regular Meet

the treasurer's
The New Concord Elemen- secretary, and
by Mrs.
given
was
report
acher
Parent-Te
tary School
rd.
Club met Thursday, November Janice Weatherfo
15, at seven p.m. at the school
The seventh grade, Mrs. W.T.
with the president Hal Win- Patterson, teacher, won the
' chester, presiding.
so•
room count.
Gary Eaker read the scrip••,.*
They
Milburn's Chapel Church.
ture and Kenneth McCuiston
said as each delegate registered
10
led in prayer. The third grade,
DISMISSED HOSPITAL
she was given a paper,cut in the
Mrs. Lorene McCage, teacher,
Eddie Lee Stone of Murray
shape of the cup. At the top was
Ann
and the fourth grade, Mrs.
Route Two has been dismissed
"Fill my cup Lord" in red
Brinkley, teacher, presented a from the Western Baptist
the
was
which
letters
1161.••
Thanksgiving program.
1.40411111.
Hospital, Paducah.
Presbyterial theme. Each one Pd
Gerald Myers, vice-chairman
present wrote her name and
of the Calloway Citizens Adchurch she represented on this
milmOIN0111
vocacy education committee,
the
at
pinned
cup which was
at the meeting urging all
spoke
Prog. Info 7
shoulder as a corsage.
411
members to write handwritten
Those present for the supper
URRAY
letters to Kentucky Governor
101
•, f000411111
were Rev. and Mrs. Edd
•
to
him
urging
DRIVE
Ford
Wendell
Glover, Mr. and Mrs. Glyco
i
IN
proposed
the
consider
Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Nix
the
changing
n
legislatio
CLOSED ?IL FRI.
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
1111)40-.
educational program from a
Nix Crawford and children,
classroom basis to a pupil coat
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
Craig and Kelli, Mrs. Delia
basis.
Graham,
Dula
Miss
Graham,
Also present at the meeting
"The Big Bust Out"
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Carroll
will have its fourth annual "Visiting Santa" in
Phi
Sigma
,
McGinnis
Beta
of
M.D.
Mrs.
was
Chapter
GAMMA
GAMMA
and girls, Mrs. Greg Sinclair,
for Santa can be made
& "Fly Me" [J__
County. Personal visits for parties and "get together's"
chairman of the committee.
Mrs. A.J. Marshal, Mr. and Murray and Calloway
nts.
appointme
for
7534376
or
753-1352
call
Persons may
The minutes were read by
Mrs. Edwin Cain, Greg and between December 3 to 22.
Garrison,
Shirley
Mrs.
Jimmy Cain, Marketia Orr,
Margaret
Mrs.
Orr,
Fay
Mrs.
Nell Boyd, Mrs. Estelle
•••
Morehead Mr. and Mrs. Randy
' Ends TONITE
allowed by the
amount
service.
the
attended
Lowe, Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
The Captain Wendell Oury
'"One Little Indian" &
The chapter voted to send a government who is furnishing
Robinson, Mrs. Diane Stokes
Chapter of the national society
on to the seventy-five per cent this year,
contributi
cash
and children, Mr. and Mrs.
& the Tramp" 1- G
of the Daughters of the
"Forgotten Ward" of the but will be fifty per cent next
James Coleman and daughter,
on
met
Revolution
American
Veterans Hospital in Lexington. year. She showed slides of the
Cathy, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Saturday, November 10, at 1:30
Mrs. Grogan introduced Mrs. club activities and said the
Jones, Rev. and Mrs. Joe Pat
p.m. at the home of Mrs. John
Grogan who presented a purpose was to promote good
Verona
Thornton and son, and Mr. and
A. Nance, Farmer Avenue.
BRUCE LEE'S LAST MOVIE!!
on "Services For health and good spirits in our
program
Mrs. Paul Cunningham.
Mrs. Nance, regent, opened
e in
She explained elderly.
ultimat
Citizens."
The
Senior
The next meeting and
the meeting with a pledge to the
Mrs. Grogan showed form
purposes and functions of
Christmas party will be at the
ure
advent
Arts
Martial
Price Doyle read the
Mrs.
and
flag,
letters being sent to merchants
Holiday Inn on Thursday, the DAR Creed. The minutes the program.
ment!
excite
and
for
discounts
The Senior Citizens director asking for special
December 13, at 6:30 p.m.
were read by Mrs. John Livesay
reported on plans for raising the senior citizens and andue to the illness of the
money to supplement the nounced a bazaar to be held in
secretary, Miss Maude Nance
the near future with articles
Mrs. Leon Gorgan, treasurer,
made by the citizens to be sold.
gave her report.
MICE LEE
A lovely patchwork quilt will be
chairThe national defense
among the many lovely handand
allIELLY
ritotare
man, Mrs. Paul Sturm, read
made items.
letters from News Week
Those attending the meeting
commenting on the President in
were Mesdames John A. Nance,
regard to the Watergate in.!Ends TONITE
Leon Grogan, Max Hurt, Paul
The United Methodist Women cident.
Sturm, Price Doyle, Wesley
It"Live & Let Die" (PG)
of the Good Shepherd Church
Mrs. Nance reported atDepartment of the Waldrop, Hazel Wainscott, and
The
Music
at
13,
met Tuesday, November
tending the dedication service
Club met at John J. Livesay.
• rts TOMORROW * 4 Days Only!! .
ten a.m. in the sanctuary of the for Mrs. Nancy Guthrie Boaz, a Murray Woman's
The next meeting in January
the club house on Tuesday,
church.
,
AloralcafasisseiPiolckn
Revolution
of
the
real daughter
will be at the home of Mrs.
November 2.
was
LD
JENNIFER
plaque
bronze
DO1VA
a
when
Woods,
Maggie
Mrs.
Professor Robert Baer of the Jesse McNutt.
the
O'NEILL
SUTHERLAND
president, urged all officers to placed on her grave by
Department of MSU
Music
of
attend the Officers Training Jacob Flournoy Chapter
movies
of
program
a
rpoi
Chapel presented
Day on November 18. She Fulton at the Boaz
and slides of the Murray State
Line,
. .
State
East
Cemetery,
meeting
Cda FtralwesamiEurertAltessIGulalPasesiliose
regular
said the next
y's Choir's recent
Universit
ghters
tour
has been changed to Wed- Fulton. Her granddau
Concert
European
nesday, December 12, at two
Professor Baer told many inp.m.
teresting events that occurred
The book study was presented
and emphasized that the
The home of Mrs. June
by Mrs. Mildred Smith. Her
students were very well
2002
at
am
Cunningh
"Justice,
was
subject
received by everyone and that
Gatesborough was the scene of
Liberation and Development"
they were complimented on
the November 21st meeting of
from the book, "Go Free."
their good behavior. All in all he
the Betty Sledd Missions Group
said it was a great experience
of Memorial Baptist Church.
Mrs. Maurice Ryan and Mrs.
for everyone even with the
The meeting was called to
by Terry Sledd
J.B. Wilson of Murray, district
great amount of work envolved.
by the president, Mrs.
order
officers, were present and
Moffett,
Charles
Mrs.
The Stella 4-H Club meeting
who
Billington,
Wilma
enjoyed the potluck luncheon
the
over
presided
chairman,
the
by
Was Called to order
welcomed those in attendance,
with the Good Shepherd women.
which
meeting
business
brief
president, Everett Hart,
including a guest of the group,
During the afternoon Mrs. former
and the new leaders, Mrs. . followed.
Mrs. Betty Compton. Minutes of
Ryan gave an inspiring pledge Carolyn Scruggs and Mrs.
Four new members were
the previous meeting and the
service concluding with a
Mrs.
and
welcomed:
Introduced
Dorothy Kernell on November
treasurer's report were given
prayer in unison. Mrs. Wilson
Kirk,
Janet
Mrs.
Marie Taylor,
8.
by secretary-treasurer, Mrs.
concluded the program with the
Devotion was read by Mrs. Elizabeth Conklin, and Jane Rogers.
The
1974.
Installation off officers for
Mrs. Kernell followed by the Mrs. Phyllis Kain.
Various appropriate
Other members present, not
It was announced that there
to the American and 4-H
Pledge
ing scriptures were
Thanksgiv
previously mentioned, were
Flags led by Renee Sledd, would be two children's read by the Mission Support
Mesdames Olia Lassiter,
Thuron
Concerts
Christmas
Stella's Jr. Leader. After the
Chairman, Mrs. Sara Johnson.
Esther Sigmon, Ruth Wilson,
S.
the Club played a game sday, December 8. One at 8:43
The hightlight of the evening
Mahan, Katherine pledges,
Libby
helped everybody learn for the County Schools and the was the presence of Mrs. Betty
which
Dorothy
Wilson, Lee Lassiter,
other at 10 for the City Schools.
each other's names.
Sledd, who wai„introduced by
Dunn, Emma Knight, and Lois
Club officers were elected. Professor Bear then announced the Mission Study Chairman,
• Marsh.
They are as follows: President- that the MSU Student's Mrs. Nancy Cathey.
Kevin Scruggs; vice-president- Christmas Concert would be
Mrs. Sledd sharee her work in
Jimmy Scruggs; secretary - that evening, December 6., at 8 Ogbomosho, Nigeria, with the
Everett }art; treasurer-Dawn p.m. and the public was invited. group by means of slides and
Mrs. Donald Brock .anSledd; reporter-Terry Sledd;
narration. Members of the
nounced that cookbooks and
song leader-Debra Gupton.
group informally participated
and
Song and Game Committee: other items were for sale
in the program by asking
Debbie Blakely, chairman; would make lovely Christmas questions as Mrs. Sledd
was
Everyone
Marie Armstrong; Jimmy presents.
presented the role of a woman
Bailey; Tammy Blakely; reminded to bring bonus stamps in Nigeria and her designated
Jimmy Hale; Kevin Kernell; and green stamps.
work with these women and
The Christmas meeting of the
Mark McCallon; Stephanie
their families.
be
win
Wyatt; Ronnie Wilson; and Murray Woman's Club
At the conclusion of the
held December 9, at the Club
Larry Satterwhite.
program, a delectable dessert
Departthe
Music
and
House
absent were as
Those
course was served by the
follows: Debbie Blakely, ment Chorus will provide the hostess, Mrs. June DunTammy Blakely, Larry Sat- music and everyone is invited. ningham, to those in atHostesses for the evening
terwhite, and Jimmy Hale
tendance: Mrs. Betty Compton,
Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs.
were:
Hart
Jan
election,
After the
Kay Outland, Mrs. Wilma
Miss Rebecca Mrs.
gave a report on her Horse and Kathy Elliott,
Billington, Mrs. Nancy Cathey,
Thompson,
John
Mrs.
Dublin,
Sheep Project in Texas.
Sara Johnson, Mrs. Verna
Kline, Mrs. Joe Mrs.
nts were served Mrs. James
Refreshme
Mrs. Jane Rogers, and
Horning,
SINGIR
Miss Carole Hahn, and
and the meeting was adjourned. Dick,
Mrs. Betty Sledd.
Rose.
Allen
Mrs.
_
Fred Gillum, County Extension 4-H Agent, was the only
NO LIMIT'
visitor.
tla
A decision was not reached on
a name for the club

7or and about

The Calloway County High
School Beta Club met Tuesday,
November 20, at 2:30 p.m. at the
school with the present, Robert
Allen, presiding.

Church Supper Held By Women At Church

Pam Robertson read the
minutes and Mrs. Betty Riley,
sponsor, gave the treasurer's
report as it was JO complicated
this month.
The program was presented
by Kim Gray who gave some
readings she had prepared for
Speech Club.
The club voted to keep the
Christmas door decoration
contest this year.
were
slips
Permission
distributed to the members
planning to attend the Kentucky
Beta convention in Louisville
November 30 and December 1.
The meeting was closed with
Debbie Garrett, songleader,
leading the club in singing the
Beta song.

The regular meeting of the
Presbyterian
Cumberland
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church was held on
Thursday, November 8, at 6:30
p.m. with a churchwide
Thanksgiving supper sponsored
by the CPW with Mrs. Edwin
Cain and Mrs. Greg Sinclair
planning the menu.
Mrs. Sinclair and Miss
1Viarketia Orr decorated the
basement of the church for the
occasion. Glyco Wells offered
thanks preceding the meal.
James E. Overby was the
guest speaker. His interesting
talk was the subject of
"Alcoholism."
Mrs. Paul Cunningham and
Mrs. Nix Crawford gave a
report of the Presbyterial
meeting held October 25 at

Mrs. Grogan Talks On Senior Program At DAR Meeting

FREE SHOW!!

CENTRAL

®00007atip

Sat.-Sun. 1-6 p.m.
"Cinderfeller"

CINEMAS

FREE TICKETS at:
Western Store 753-9885
ernon Boot & Shoe Store

Grecian Steak House
Hwy.641 N. 753-441"
(North 12th St. Ext.)

North Arcadia Center

'
Lubie and Rebas
ger
Superbur

The Wild Raspberry
753-0859
North Arcadia Center

,1100 Chestnut 753-848:-

Northpoint Standard

Mermik Supply
No. Arcadia

12 B •• s 753-9129

Methodist Women Of
Good Shepherd Has
Pledge Program

MON.& TUES. ONLY
Colonel Sanders

Family
Dinner Pak
•

Professor Baar Is
Speaker At Music
Department Meet

Cunningham Home
Scene Meet, Mrs.
Sledd Is Speaker

Stella 4-H Club
Elects Officers
At November Meet

e4Z.

V

FEEDS 4

Starts TOMORROW!

Tuesday. Wednesday .Thursday

DRYCLEANING
SPECIALS!

de
Kentmelcii4f;isit kicken,
1113 Sycamore St., Murray

Men's Snits
Ladies'

Suits &
Pant Suits

SIMI?*

STRETCH-STITCH
sowing machine

2000

4;\

159"
Carrying case or cabinet extra
The new stretch -stitch machine with 6 built-in stitchc
including blindstitch. Has a
self-threading take-up lever
that eliminates eyelet
threading fuss forever!
Plus the exclusive anges•
front drop-in bobbin,
smooth flow fabric feed
system, more!

TOUCH & SEW* sewing machine with
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Make this her best-ever Christmas with a

SAVE on the New

is 3

'LADY ICE'

le SHIRT

10 pieces chicken \
@VII
pint cole slaw
s
potatoe
pint
1/2 pint gravy
6 hot rolls

Wil

°A Trodemigilk a! THE SINGER COMPANY

The seventh grade, Room A.
of Almo Elementary School,
Mrs. Rebecca
Williams,
teacher, recently elected officers.
They are Howard Garland,
president; Daron Ahart, vicepresident; Laurie Haley,
secretary; Tina Williams,
treasurer, Dickie Dumas,
reporter.
—,Nanyed- to - the - Cl.tistylias•
committee were Renea Ahart,
Hoke, Leon Pritchett, and
Roger Jones. Khristy Schroader
is librarian, Grant Dick is
janitor, and Donna Walker is
janitoress.
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VALENTINE PRINTING)

INC.
DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES.

WHII.E-YOU-WAIT
PRINTING AND
DUPLICATING

1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Camera Ready Copy Only.

5 for $110

NOLIMIT!

on hangers

(

30C each folded
Specials for Nov. 27, 28, 29

alb One HOUR

._ ., . ., . .„ ._ i._
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•

50441 MAIN STREET

— PHONE 753-4661

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

42071

...341,1"Jra-na

DRY cLeaneRs
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Wyatt-Story Vows Solemnized

Duo.

s. W.T.
on the

FRI.

Out"

.A.4%

I/
11

V!

Tuesday, November 27
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority
of the Woodmen of the World
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Jean Richerson, 1602 Parklane,
at seven pin.

Wife's upset: Husband
is 31, still -wets himself
DEAR ABBY: I have never seen a problem like mine
in your column. Would you believe my husband is 31 and he
still wets himself? Not only in bed, but while he's awake
Last evening, after supper he went next door to talk to
a neighbor and have a few beers, and when he came home
[about 930 p.m.] his pants were soaked! I asked him how
that happened, and be said he didn't know. (He wasn't even
embarrassed.]
He even denies that he wets himself. He can be sitting
in the living room watching TV, and when he gets up, the
chair is soaked. I have scrubbed that chair more times
than I can count. Our mattress is ruined. I know it's the
beer, but he won't admit it and he won't give it up.
He had a physical last month and claims the doctor
says he is sound as a dollar. !I'm sure he never mentioned
his wetting to the doctor.]
He works haul, is good to the kids, and I love him, but
/ can't face the neighbors knowing how they must talk
about his walking around soaked. I'm losing all respect for
him. Please help me.
HIS.WIFE IN BOSTON

Current Missions Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs.Lester Garland
it two p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.

'

.sday

DEAR ABBY: I'm another one who never thought I'd
be writing you, but here I am. I am a 21-year-old college
senior. I am still a virgin and have vowed to God and
myself that I will remain one until I married.
Last year I met Delores, the most wonderful girl in the
afte'W Walter _engaged. Here's the problem. We
will not be married until next June, and Delores, who is
also a virgin [or so she tells me], says she can't wait until
next June for her first sexual experience. She says since
we are going to be married anyway, what's the difference?
I am only human, and it is difficult for me to keep
refusing her, but I feel that if I were to break my vow to
God and myself, I would have a guilty conscience the rest
of my life. Please help me.
GOD-FEARING
DEAR FEARING: If Delores can't wait, and you'd feel
guilty jumping the gun, why wait until June to marry? Tie
the knot Immediately.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "POOR OLD ED K. IN CHULA
VISTA, CAL.": Why does Ethel insist on picking out your
underwear? Could it be so in case you lose your pants tin
the market, or at the track] you'll make a nice appearance?

Sears

Truckload
SALE coming!

DON'T BUY AN APPLIANCE until

you see our ad this week!
HUNDREDS of SAVINGS on most major
appliances THUR, FRI, SAT.

Nov. 29th-Nov. 30th-Dec. 1st

SALES OFFICE
Southside Shopping Center-Murray, Ky.
• CATALOG

Sears

IL
•

The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge will meet at seven p.m.
at Gleason Hall at the corner of
N. 12th and Payne Streets.
Bring your own partner or come
singly and be paried at the
meet.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Franklin Story
Miss Deborah Wyatt became
the bride of Ralph Franklin
Story in a late summer wedding. The impressive candlelight ceremony was performed in the sanctuary of the
First
Christian
Church,
Mayfield, with Bro. John E.
Hoover officiating at the double
ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Robert R. Wyatt,
203 Central Street, Mayfield.
Mr.
Story's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. James Ralph Story,
1708 Farmer Avenue, Murray.
The nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. Ron Hatchett, organist, and Miss Pam
Wallace, soloist. A few of the
selections included "Whither
Thou Goest," "The Lord's
Prayer," and the traditional
wedding march and the
recessional.
Miss Lisa Puckett, cousin of
the bride, kept the guest
register. She wore a pale blue
floor length gown and a corsage
of white daisies. As the guest's
arrived, they were invited to
sign the bride's book and given
a wedding scroll as a remembrance of the occasion.
The vows were -exchanged
before an arch candelabrum
entwined
with
boxwood
greenery and flanked on either
side with spiral candelabra
holding white burning tapers.
Placed on each side of the altar
were Grecian urns filled with
mixed
summer
flowers.
Hurricane lamps, trimmed with
boxwood and long white ribbons, marked the family pews.
After the bridal couple exchanged their vows, they
proceded to the table holding
the unity candle. Each b>tik a

Yes, The Annes Are Ready

Are You Ready?
Ready for what' For the Women's Bazaar, that's what. The good smells you will smell all
over Murray and Calloway County next Friday night will be coming from the kitchens of
nearly 100 Rotary "Annes" (wives of Rotarians) cooking up cakes, pies, cookies, goodies,
ickies and gooeys for the Women's Bazaar at the Rotary Auction. There will also be home
canned goods, knitted, crotched and quilted things, booties, aprons, and th1ng-a-ma-11gs,
and heavens known what else. Turn a Rotary Anne loose in the kitchen and anything can
happen. If you were married to one, you would know what we mean. THE ROTARY ANNES
ARE READY. ARE YOU READY?

Rotary Auction and Parade
Satuidiy,Ileceniber 1
A

Friday, November 30
Senior Citizens will have a
bazaar from seven to nine p.m.
at the community room of
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.

Wednesday, November 28
Sunday, December 2
A Christmas bazaar by
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crouch
members of the St. Leo Catholic
will celebrate their 50th wedChurch will be held from six to ding
anniversary with a
nine p.m. in the community reception
at the home of their
room of the Murray Federal son,
Ronald Crouch, 104 South
Savings and Loan.
12th Street, Murray,from one to
The Bicycle Interest Group of four p.m. All friends and
MSU Women's Society will relatives are invited.
meet at 9:30 a.m. for tennis at
the City Park which will
precede the
bicycle ride at
10:30. All interested parties are
to bring their lunch in a brown
paper bag.

DEAR WIFE: He's "sound as a dollar" all rightwhich at the moment isn't very sound. Your husband
should see a urologist, and it's imperative that the doctor
be Informed about, his problem. It could be a symptom of
something serious, which, if caught early could be remedied.

DEAR UPSET: Even tho you are divorced, they are his
children, too. Forget it. Your friends and family will know
that the children are living with you. And who else
matters?

club house at 7:30 p.m. This will
be an auction to raise funds for
the department in its civic
are
Hostesses
projects.
Mesdames Haron West, Max
Beale, Cecil Farris, Allen
McCoy, Jack Bailey, and
Marshall Jones.

Saturday, December 1
Senior recital of Valerie Cady
The bazaar by the Senior
Cottrell, piano, Hopkinsville, Citizens will continue at the
will be at Farrell Recital Hall, community room of Murray
MSU, at 8:15 p.m.
Federal Savings and Loan.

C-.

DEAR ABBY . My husband and I have been divorced
for two years, and I have custody of our two children.
Occasionally he has them for a weekend.
My "ex" recently married a widow with three children.
fl am still single.1 Last weekend my children were with
their father, and upon returning home, they told me that
Daddy had a photographer take a picture of him, his new
wife, and all the children (his and hers]-for his Christmas
card!
Abby, does he have the right to use a picture of my
children on a Christmas card with his new wife and her
children? Recipients of the card will naturally assume that
my children are living with their father, and perhaps wonder if I am an unfit mother.
Should I threaten him with court action if he uses that
picture on his Christmas card?
UPSET AND ANGRY
I
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By Abigail Van Buren

Baptist

Mrs. John Roach Is
Hostess For Hazel
Women's Meeting
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separate candle and together
lighted the one candle symbolizing their two lives
becoming one. "0 Perfect
Love" was then sung to complete the lighting ceremony.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents. She
chose for her wedding a formal
gown,fashioned by her mother,
of white bridal satin overlaid
with white silk organza. The
gown featured a high neckline
and a slightly raised bodice
covered with Alencon lace. Seed
pearls outlined each flower
motif. Tiny white satin covered
buttons centered the bodice
front. The lantern sleeves were
of silk organza and terminated
at the wrist with fitted lace cuffs
and seed pearl trim. Her a-line
skirt fell into a sweeping chapel
train and was outlined with a
wide Alencon lace ruffle at the
hemline.
Her floor length mantilla veil
of silk illusion bordered with
Alencon lace fell from a Juliet
cap covered with lace and seed
pearls fashioned to rnatchher
gown. She carried a cascade
bridal bouquet of summer
flowers with white ribbon tied
in love knots.
Mrs. Joe Lovett, older sister
of the bride, was matron of
honor. She wore a floor length
gown of pink dotted swiss cotton
with an all over design of white
daisies. The dress was
fashioned with a low round
neckline, short puffed sleeves,
and a slightly raised bodice
from which fell an a-line skirt. A
self sash was tied in the back of
her dress in a flat bow.
Her headpiece was a White
wide brim hat with a pink velvet
ribbon encircling the crown.
She carried white daisies in a
natural bouquet tied with pink
'ribbon.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
Andy Anderson, sister of the
bride, Mrs. Ronnie Freeman
and Miss Gayna Puckett, cousin
of the bride. Each was attired
identical to that of the honor
attendant except incolors of
green,orange,and purple. They
each carried white daisy
bouquets.
Misses
Kimberly
and
Rarnona Thompson, cousins of
the bride, served as flower
girls. They wore floor length
dresses of white and green
daisy design fashioned similar
to the other attendants. They
carried white straw baskets of
rose and daisy petals which
they strowed in the path of the
bride.
The groom chose to wear a
formal all white tuxedo with a
white ruffled shirt tipped in
black and black bow tie.
Richard Story, brother of the
groom, was 'hisbe'fit. Mid The
grooinsresg.were Edd
Bobby ALsup, and Ted Howard.
Art Bailey, Jr., cousin of the
groom, served as ring bearer.

David Wyatt, brother of the
bride, and Edd Adams, were
ushers.
The other men in the wedding
were formal black tuxedoes.

Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Chester
Thomas 753-2325 and Mrs
Heron West 753-1280 as
Bridge chairmen
hostesses.
will be Mrs. Don Robinson and
Mrs. Richard Orr.

Health Day for the senior
citizens of Murray and
Calloway County will be held at
For her daughter's wedding the Calloway County Health
Mrs. Wyatt chose a floor length Center from 8:30 a.m. to 12
gown of pale blue polyester noon. Free tests and shots will
crepe, fashioned with long be given. For transportation
tappered sleeves and a-line call 753-0929.
skirt. At her shoulder she
Kappa
Phi
Omicron
pinned a white cyrnbidium
Christmas Bazaar will be from
orchid.
Mrs. Story, mother of the eight a.m. to two p.m. in the
groom, was attired in an apricot Applied Science Building lobby
colored floor length gown with at MSU.
empire waist and long full
Freshman recital of Steve
sleeves. Her shoes were of
matching hue and she wore a Byerly, Paducah, piano, will be
at 815 p.m. in the Farrell
white cymbidium orchid.
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
The gramdmothers were Arts Center, MSU.
presented corsages of white
Thursday, November 29
carnations and baby's breath.
The Acteens of Memorial
Reception
After the ceremony the Baptist Church will have a book
bride's parents entertained with study on "What In the World Is
a reception in the fellowship God Doing" at five p.m.
hall of the church.
The Mission
Group of
The bride's
table was
overlaid with a white floor Memorial Baptist Church will
length organdy cloth. An meet at the home of Mrs Laura
arrangement of mixed sum- Jennings at seven p.m.
mer flowers centered the table.
The Zeta Department of the
Silver candelabr: with white
Murray Woman's Club will
burning tapers were placed on
have an open meeting at the
each side of the floral
arrangement. The crystal
punch bowl was placed at one
end of the table and at the other
end was the four tiered wedding
cake.
Serving the guests were Mrs.
Richard Ftury, Miss Lisa
Puckett, and Miss Barbara
Boehmker. They wore corsages
of white daisies.
The bride chose for her going
away outfit a red and yhite
checked suit with white accessories. She pinned her
mother's orchid corsage at her
shoulder.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Story
are now at home at 101 College
Courts, Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Story,
parents of the
groom, entertained the Wyatt-Story
wedding party with a rehearsal
dinner at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord, Murray.
Mixed summer flowers of
varied colors were placed
around burning tapers as
centerpieces fix the u-shaped
( OMPUMENTS OF
table. Covers were laid for
thirty guests. The groom chose
this time to present gifts to his
attendants.

Mrs. John Roach opened her
home for the November general
meeting of the United Methodist
Women of the Hazel Church.
The treasurer, Mrs. Mildred
Herning, presented a pledge
service, assisted by Mrs. Bradie
White and Mrs. Myrtle White.
The program, "Feed My
Sheep," was based on scripture
from the books of John and
Joshua. Pledges were made.
The women voted to give the
January and February special
issue of "Upper Room" to each
family.
Mrs. Evelyn Baker, chairman, announced plans for the
December 4th meeting at the
church. This will be a covered
dish luncheon and one dollar
gifts will be exchanged.
The lap robes the Arra Dunn
Circle is making for patients at
the Convalescent homes were
shown.
Mrs.
Olga
Freeman,
president, presided at the
business meeting and led the
dismissals prayer.
Delicious refreshments of
cake and coffee were served tft
Mrs. Roach to the thirteen
members present.

CATERING
SERVICE
Call Us for Those Special Events

v Weddings
v Anniversaries

v Parties
v Birthdays

We Prepare Special Horsd oeuvres Orders

Rudy's Restaurant
Phone 753-1632

104 S. 5th

the ggre
invites you to

ST.LOUIS
di

Attractive accommodations - finest
downtown location for busineis or
pleasure. Ideal for traveling businessmen, government employees and tourists. A few steps to offices, department
stores, Gateway Arch, Spanish Pavilion
Busch Memorial Stadium.
WHERE EMPLOYEES ARE HAPPY TO SERVE YOU.
Public meeting rooms for conventions
and banquets. Most reasonable rates
of major downtown hotels. Inquire today.

4-

FREE
PARKING
•

Superb
Dining
Cocktail
Lounge

1-10TMLI
EIGHTH AND PINE STREET
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

E

YOUR
CHILD'S

PROFESSIONAL
DESK
SIZE

COLOR

PORTRAIT
CHOOSE FROM
•• FINISHED
PORTRAITS ••
AT
REASONABLE
PRICES!!!

°Holland's Drugs
Murray, Ky.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Angus Bell of Murray has
been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

'1PNYP1TALPT'
Mrs. Sally ..4._John.son
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Wednesday,
------- Nov.-28th 14

O.M. ta

p.m.

riinpnt4Tiquirmar,y *-Arlr-LIMIT 7 YEA+1144114 W.4444ER
CHILD MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT
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Editorial ...

't lc-WOW A PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICH
ExPc.,N5WE
134JT
DIDN'T HAVE TO WASTE FUEL Cook-ING IT'

Court Acts On
Ryan Property
The Calloway County Fiscal Court took a definite
step in the long-running issue over the location of a
joint city-county park Monday when the magistrates
voted in favor of purchasing the Ryan property.
Hopefully this action will not drive a wedge between the city council and the fiscal court, preventing
the joint development of a multiple use recreational
facility to serve all the citizens of Calloway County.
The fiscal court did express a desire to join with
the city council on the development of the park, not
:necessarily on the Ryan property, however the court
.also said that the Ryan property was "the only piece
'of property at a reasonable price that is available for
'a city-county park and is suitable location."
The consensus of the city council expressed at a
;joint meeting of the council and the court last week
was that the Ryan property was not suitable for the
joint park location.
These two divergent opinions indicate that it
would be impossible for the city and county
governments to agree on the Ryan property as a site
for the location of the park facility.
The court, in a statement released Monday,
emphasized that "if the city can find approximately
100 acres of comparable land at an approximate
price of $150,000, we will join the city in the purchase
of the new property for a city-county park and will
'be happy to do so."
This statement indicates that the court is still open
to consideration of other tracts for the location of the
joint park. This, hopefully, will be the outcome.
• To paraphrase the words of city councilman Rex
'Alexander, who is chairman of the council's park
and recreation committee: all of us would suffer
greatly if the city and county do not join together in
an effort to develop a joint park facility.

10 Years Ago Today
Robert A. Wyman has been named vice-president
of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company,
according to W.R. Tappan, president.

20 Years Ago Today
Jack Frost, Sr., executive secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, has accepted the post of
Commissioner of the Happy Valley District of the
Boy Scouts of America.
Mrs. Mandy Edmonds, age 86, died November 20,
at St. Louis, Mo. She formerly resided here at
Cherry Corner.
The Locust Grove Baptist Church's dedication
services will be held November 29, according to the
pastor, Rev. D.F. Wiggington.
L.D. Outland of Murray has been elected to
membership in the American Aberdeen-Angus
Breeeers Association of Chicago, Ill.

Roll Call Report

Area Representatives Vote
Against Impeachment Formula

‘11 l It‘1 1.1.1H.1.1;

I nil

WASHINGTON — Here's how
area Members of Congress
were recorded on major roll call
votes Nov. 15 through Nov. 20.
The House recessed for
Thanksgiving at the conclusion
of business on Nov. 15.
HOUSE
IMPEACHMENT INQUIRY
— Rejected, 190 for and 227
against, a formula to give
Republicans at least one-third
of the $1 million appropriated
for a preliminary House
Judiciary Committee probe into
the impeachment of President
Nixon.
By rejecting the formula the
House gave final staff-hiring
authority to the committee's
chairman, Rep. Peter Rodin()
ID-N.J.), and ruled out the
possibility of Republicans
hiring their own staff. After the
vote the overall resolution was
passed by a wide margin.
Those voting for argued that
Republicans need written
guarantees of an impartial
investigation. They said. the
only way to insure impartiality
is
to
give
committee
Republicans their own staff.
Rept. William Dickinson (RAla.) said that without written
assurances the committee could
become a Democratic "lynch
mob."
Opponents argued that
lawyers hired to protect par-

E110,42U

FARM FORECAST
Dairymen Enjoy
Unique Position

Russell J. Watson, age 54, died November 25.
Bro. Terry Sills will speak at the special union
Thanksgiving services of the Locust Grove
Nazarene, Kirksey Baptist, and Kirksey Methodist
Churches tonight at seven p.m.
An eternal flame burned at the flower-blanketed
grave of John F. Kennedy as a lasting memorial to
the assassinated 35th presidentof the United States.
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By James C. Williams

TED HOWARD
By Ted Howard
Dairymen today enjoy a
unique position in that dairy
cattle are the only agricultural
species where each farmer is
responsible
for
largely
producing his future genetic
material and where nearly all
have access to superior sires for
developing their future herd
replacements.
The largest potential for
genetic improvement is through
sire selection. About 85 per cent
of the possible selection
pressure is achieved through
sire selection, and a sire contributes 50 per cent of the
inheritance to each new
generation.
In choosing bulls for use in
your herd, the following
procedures may be helpful.
1) Make a list of the available
bulls with a high plus predicted
difference. A good starting
place would be plus 500 pounds

for Holsteins. A dairyman
should probably consider
breeding 10 per cent of his herd
to young sires in the studs'
sampling program. This will
help to insure a continued
supply of highly proven bulls in
the future.
2) Evaluate these bulls for
traits other than production. If a
bull has daughters in 20 or more
herds, pay particular attention
to the percentage of incomplete
first lactations. Evaluate type
and other information available
from breed associations and
bull studs. Eliminate those bulls
which appear to be transmitting
characteristics which would be
detrimental to your herd.
3) Evaluate fertility and
semen price. Good information
on fertility may be difficult to
obtain, but the bull studs or
their technicians can usually
provide some information.
Delayed conception has been

Seen&Reard
Around
Murray
A nice visit recently with
Chris Graham as we left
Rudy's. Says she is about to
retire. Chris is a compassionate
person VI) deep sensibilities.
She Sifsd is a mainstay in the
Shrine Golf Tournament each
August.

estimated to cost at least 50
(ents per cow per day, and a
I..wered conception rate can
easily cancel the advantages of
an otherwise desirable sire.
By the way we went off of
Many factors other than proven
Daylight Saving Time about
genetic superiority enter into
three weeks paclier than ,most
the pricing of semen. Thus, the
folks. Mexico is mostly 'on
dairyman will want to evaluate
Central Standard Time, so we
the semen cyst relative to the
got our hour back as we cross
expected value of the expected
the border at Laredo. A tiny
herd replacement. As a rough
part of Mexico is on Mountain
rule of thumb, a commercial
Time and a part of Baja is on
dairyman should not pay more
Pacific Time. It did not dawn on
than 33 cents per dollar of
us until we pulled back into the
Predicted Difference.
U.S. that we had missed one of
The number one breeding
the delights of fall, that is,
objective of every dairyman is
getting our lost hour back.
to increase his herd's genetic
capacity for making higher
We were fascinated with the
profit. The challenge to each
Ravens in Mexico. They are
dairyman is to evaluate the
huge birds and appear to be
components which can be
about twice the size of our
changed through genetic means
common Crow.
and determine the contribution
of each to profitability in his
We picked up a big wo(.
herd.
knocker in Mexico, we thought
was made Of iron, hit when we
took it . into Starks nlirdwehe
Urbena Koenan inform4d us
that it was made of brass or
copper. And, by golly she's
right. The way it is tagated, it
looks ten years older than St.
Louis, so we have no idea of the
actual age.

Bible Thoughtfor Today Schultz Says U.S. Better
There is joy in the presence of the angels of God
overone sinner that repenteth.—Luke 15:10.

A sinner repenting of his sins brings joy to his
loved ones in heaven and on earth.

Off To Disregard Arab Oil

WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of the Treasury George
P. Shultz says the United States
wW be better off if it plans its
energy policy on the assumption it will never again receive
by Carl Riblet, Jr.
Have you, as a home handyman, been sorely tried oil from the Arab countries.
Arab oil would help
ritely by a flathead screw with a slot so shallow in in Although
meeting both present and fumetal so soft that your screwdriver chewed it ture energy needs, the United
useless before it could be screwed into place? I States can and should learn to
have! And I discovered that every remaining screw get along without it, Shultz
in the package had been manufactured as badly or said.
worse, which is to say—screw buyers and screw "We have to have a program
in the long run so others
users are being what might be describee as screwed. geared
won't have us by the throat,"
he told reporters Monday. "If
"Cheat me in the price, but
we don't take a lesson from
not in the goods."
this ... we're just crazy."
—Gnomologia, 1732
Shultz said the United States
can avoid major economic
damage if it diverts the energy
shortage toward nonessential
uses.
He indicated there probably
St
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"not sounding off until I have a
better view."
He has said in the past that
allowing prices to rise would be
one good way of reducing consumption, but he noted that
Cost of Living Council Director
John T. Dunlop is strongly opposed to this approach.
He said the administration
has stepped up study of a proposed excess profits tax that
would absorb windfall profits,
that industries, such as the petroleum industry, might reap
from the energy crisis. He said
other proposals were wider
study as well.

Shultz returned Monday from
what he called a productive
meeting in Tours, France, of finance officials from West Germany, Great Britain, Japan,
France and the United States to
descuss world monetary reform.
He said the world energy
crisis also was discussed but
that there was no talk of a
worldwide recession.
He said the United States
made clear its opinion that the
U.S. dollar was now properly
valued in relation to other currencies.

Funny, Funny World
A man who was running for sheriff was asked what his
motivations were. "Money," replied the candiate. "Does
It pay that much?" "Sure," as the answer. —The job
is
worth $100,000 a year—the
alone is $3600."
As if Washington weren't in enough trouble it appears to
be threatened with getting another losing baseball team.
(Senator Soaper)
I wish that just once a defeated candidate would step up
to the microphone on election night and make a concession
speech something like this: Ladles and gentlemen, 15
minutes ago I sent the following telegram to my opponent:
.".Icov,win P9
,".masi Lsent,it,collect,(Mike
Philadelphia Inquirer)
It was a hotly contested Mayoralty race and the
op-ptuatibn rema#ed
frOM the audilnriwan. Whenthe candidate arrived to make hit Campaign speech,
the
entire audience was forced to stand. The candidate turned
to a newspaperman and said,"I hope you'll point out
that
the audience was on its feet during my entire speech,"
)
)

Thanks to South Central Bell
for their little item in "Bell
Notesabout
National
Newspaper Week which occurred last month. "Without
the freedom of the press which
newspeople and newspaper
readers in this country enjoy,
newspapers could not perform
the public service they render,"
says the article in part.
We always like to point out
that freedom of the press was
not written for newspaper
people as much as it was for the
freedom of the individual to
read whatever newspaper and
opinion that he chooses. If the
newspaper is denied the right to
print opinion, then everybody
loses, especially the reader.

viewpoints—whether
tisan
Republicans or Democrats—
could not conduct an impartial
investigation. Chairman Rodino
promised consultation with
Republicans to insure bipartisan support for committee
staff appointments. Rept.
Wayne L. Hays I D-Ohio) said
the rejected formula would
have encouraged "patronage"
appointments.
Reps. Frank Stubblefield (DJ), William Natcher (D-2) and
Roman Mazzoli (13-3) voted
"nay."
WELFARE CUTS — Passed,
246 for and 163 against, an
amendment to cut $175 million
from the federal Supplemental
Security
Income
(SSI1
program.
The amendment was attached
to a bill increasing Social
After
benefits.
Security
adopting the amendment, the
overall bill was passed and
sent to the Senate.
The SSI program, enacted
last year, is a uniform federal
system replacing the existing
patchwork of state welfare
plans for the aged, blind and
disabled. It sets minimum
welfare payment levels to
those recipients.
The amendment eliminated a
provision whereby states that
pay higher benefits than called
for under SSI would have had
the federal government subsidize the difference. The nine
affected. states are California,
New York, Massachusetts,
Wisconsin, New
Jersey,
Michigan, Pennsylvania,
Hawaii and Nevada.
Supporters argued that the
provision asked the nation's
taxpayers to foot the bill for the
nine states' higher welfare
costs. Rep. Martha Griffiths IDMich.) said that the purpose of
SSI was to help poor states—not
wealthy states—increase their
welfare benefits.
Opponents argued that the
special "hold
harmless"
provision would have expired in
one year, after easing the
transpion in states that,
presently pay higher benefits.
Rept. Mario Biaggi ID-N.Y.)
said the cut "punishes those
states who ... try to provide
adequate income" to welfare
recipients.
Stubblefield, Natcher and
Mazzoll voted "yea."

—
RATIONING
GAS
Rejected, 40 for and 48 against,
an
amendment
to
the
Emergency Petroleum bill that
would have imposed gasoline
rationing by Jan. 15. 1974.
By rejecting the amendment
the Senate agreed to language
that lets the President—rather
than Congress—impose
rationing when he thinks it's
necessary.
Those voting for argued that
"gas rationing is inevitable."
Sen. Floyd Haskell I D Colo.)
said that "complete inaction by
the Executive" forces the
Congress to take the lead in
responding to the energy crisis.
Other senators voting for said
that the alternative, raising the
price of gasoline, would make
gas buying a privilege of the
wealthy.
Those voting against .argued
that the President 'needs
flexibility to deal with the
energy crisis, and that imposing
rationing would "tie his hands."
Sen. Paul Fannin R-Ariz.)
argued that setting an arbitrary
date for rationing would let
some persons "take advantage
of the sitatuion" by hoarding.
Others opposed rationing as an
administrative nightmare to be
used only as a last resort.
Sen. Marlow Cook (R) voted
"nay." Sen. Walter Huddleston
(D) did not vote.

Remember when only God
could end the world?

We rounded up the leaves in
our yard with ow- trusty Wheel
Horse, which also mulches the
leaves as it bangs them around.
By the time we have made the
rounds of the yard, we have
reduced the volume of leaves by
about eighty per cent which we
can handle fairly easily. A close
scrutiny of the trees reveals to
us that plenty more leaves are
/ism —
yet
last week and this should occur
soon.
Agothpr ?
rem,.

FUEL DISTRIBUTION —
Passed,49 for and 37 against, an
amendment to he Emergency
Petroleum bill that requires an
Administration-developed plan
for equitable distribution of fuel
to the nation'F geographic
regions.
The thrust of fle amendment
is to assure hat fuel shortages be borne eghwilly "from
Maine to Hawaii." The plan
would
to
subject
be
congressional review ..aind approval.
Those votii g for argued that
the energy-s tort regions of the
country, such as New England
and the Midwest, need
assurances o' an equitable
supply of fuel They said that
the Administr ition's failure to
develop sucl a plan forces
Congress to ; ct.
Opponents argued against
tying the President's hands with
congressional directives. They
said that the Administration is
developing such a plan—under
the guidelines established by
the 1973 Economic Stabilization
Act—and that meddling by
Congress will "result in turmoil."
In response to a question from
Sen. George Aiken(R-Vt.) the
Senate agreed that fuel
regulation does not apply to
cordwood and buffalo chips.
Cook voted "nay" and
Huddleston did not vote.
ANTI-TRUST EXEMPTIONS
— Rejected, 31 for and 57
against, an amendment to the
Emergency Petroleum bill that
would have suspended antitrust laws with respect to the
research and development of
new energy sources.
The amendment would have
permitted oil, coal and gas
companies to jointly search for
fuel without fear of vitiating
anti-trust laws.
Supporters argued it is
"ridiculous" that anti-trust
laws inhibit the development of
energy supplies. Sen. Henry
Bellmon ( R-Okla.) said that
permitting intra-industry
cooperation,tcsid ease energy
shortge61C-Opponentsitligued against
such anti-trust exemptions
without first holding hearings
on the subject. Sen. Philip Hart
(D-Mich.), chairman of the
Senate Anti-Trust and Monoply
Subcommittee, vioiced "an
instinctive reaction" against
exempting industrial giants
from the anti-trust laws.
Cook voted "yea" and
Huddleston did not vote.
MASS
TRANSIT
SUBSIDIES—Tabled, 60 for and 27
against, an amendment to the
Emergency Petroleum bill that
would have subsidized mass
transit with money from the
Highway Trust Fund.
The effect of voting for the
tabling motion was to vote to
kill the proposal.
The amendment would have
authorized $1.3 billion in trust
funds for subsidizing operating
expenses of bus lines and rail
services. It also would have
subsidized car pools and the
construction of parking lots
near mass transit facilities.
Those voting for the tabling
motion argued that the proposal
would have jeopardized the
energy bill because the House
and Administration oppose
operating subsidies for mass
transit. Sen. Jennings Randolph
1D-W. Va.) called the proposal
an attempt "to raid the highway
trust fund."
Those voting for argued that
more mass transit means less
gasoline consumption. Sen.
Jacob Javits ( R-N.Y.) said the
nation needs alternatives to
private automobile use.
Cook voted "yea" and
Huddleston did not vote.

Today-man-has -entere4-1,4e-atomie--astey-the age of
overkill. A mushroom cloud of death and violence
shadows the seosibility.dour time. The awareness,
however, that there is violence all around does
diminish the fact that the starting point of non-violence is the individual. We may concede that vio;
knee is in all of us. So is God. The time is now td
try His way, together, on a scale never before
attempted. Get together with your family, friends,
neighbors, or co-workers to discuss the problems

•riPictIce .atlti.*Atom capwLugQ3ilel
p
r

solve them. For a helpful discussion guide and further information write: Religion In American Life,
.77-475 Fifth-Ni?''e.., Neiv—York,'
1001,7,PIan ac
We have always noticed that
tive role iii your community and help
the weather is pretty good up to
show the way.
Thanksgiving, then watch out.
sou(adomieculosi
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business and pleasure.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Your wonderful imagination
can lead you to new avenues of
Frances Drake
attainment. Mobilize your
variety of gifts and capitalize on
your unique ideas.
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER ZS, 1973
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 481
°
Look in the section in which your ground — even if they are
Past efforts should be bearing
your birthday comes and find unreasonably disturbed by your
fruit now. Study conditions and
what your outlook is, according refusal.
trends which may seem odd, but
to the stars.
TAURUS
may hold new advantages.
ARIES
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
LEO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Personal
relationships (July 24 to Aug. 23) 42ftC
-Z
Friends may try to tempt you governed by beneficent inAccentuate the positive in
into making an unsound in- fluences. A day in which you your thinking if you would make
vestment. Say "No" and hold can successfully combine the real advancement possible

7)7

n4fr

now. Routine activities may be
happily supplemented by some
new interests.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 22)
You can accomptli.sh more by
teamwork now than by "going it
alone.' Some fine opportunities
indicated through cooperation
with associates.

SCORPIO
your wallet and curb tendencies
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
toward extravagance.
You are inclined to be ex- AQUARIUS
tremely critical of others, but I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
the shoe may be on the other
Note the fine points in comfoot now. Don't be resentful. plicated matters, affairs of
Listen — and learn!
import. Make statements,
SAGITTARIUS
decisions with particular care.
4
1.
(Nov. M to Dec. 21)
-..10 Past procedures may have to be
Past investments of time and changed_
effort now begin to pay off, but PISCES
LIBRA
don't rest on your laurels. Strike ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
out for bigger and better atDo not be swayed by your
A period for ACTION! Put all tainment.
emotions. Objectivity will bring
you have into day's endeavors:
you a clearer view of all
your best thoughts, plans, ef- CAPRICORN
situations. A romantic inforts. Look for the unexpected, ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Financial matters somewhat volvement will call for an
and appreciate all — even the
especially perceptive eye.
challenges.
adverse. Keep a tight grip on

!ker.

!IPA

)(

JILI"1

gri---t

viJ

YOU BORN TODAY are delightful conversationalist, an
companion
and
endowed with a truly brilliant amiable
intellect and, being highly generous to a fault Birthdate
imaginative as well, could of: William Blake, poet,
mystic;
Ar tur
make a huge success in any of painter,
the arts. Unlike most Sagit- Rubenstein, pianist-composer;
tartans, business does not ap- Brooks Atkinson, dramatic
peal to you especially but, in critic.
addition to your creative
CONSERVE ENERGY
abilities, you have scientific and
Location of a food freezer
mechanical skills; could
can affect operating cost. To
become a highly successful
save on energy, the freezer
electrical engineer, for instance. You have a penchant for
should be installed in a dry,
higher learning, are ambitious
cool and adequately ventiand willing to work hard to
lated area, not in direct sunachieve your lofty goals. On the
light or in a room that is
personal side, you are a
heavily heated in winter. —
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Gary Matthews Named
NI Rookie Of The Year

MSU Coach

Cal Luther In Action On The Sidelines

Penn State
Captures
Lambert

Coach Cal Luther Has Established A
Basketball Tradition At Murray State
By JERRY L. BA.YNE
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
It was a long heavy-stepped
walk through the tunnel out of
the fieldhouse for Coach Cal
Luther last year following the
heart-breaking last-second loss
to Austin Peay. It wasn't the
first time Luther's Racers had
missed by a razor's edge of
copping a share of the title, his
teams are notorious for drama.
Coach Luther, a baron in his
own right, has established a
tradition of basketball at
Murray and in the OVC
unequalled with excitement and
hysteria by any other conference in the country
proclaimed by some sports
writers.
Coach Luther has the ability
to thrust a player past his peak,
combine and develop the
energies of an ample squad into
a worthy aggregration, along
with that spice of enthusiasum
to spark a crowd and team to
emotional pedistals.
Arriving at Murray in 1958,
Luther faced a 'Hurcule,an'
task as the Racers had tasted
only one winning season in their
previous five, and finished the
1957-58 slate with an 8-16 record.
Recruiting a pole-vaulter
from the track team for his
center along with three
soohornore transfers, Luther
salvaged a 10-15 record his
rookie year with the Racers.
Today, Murray State is
ranked with the best of the
major
college
leaders.
Murray's record of 90-39 (.698)
over the past five years ranks
them 24th in the nation in that
THE

Great
Imperial
IS THE LARGEST
SEWN° CIGAR
IN THE WORLD

KING
EDWARD

department.
Over the past ten years,
Murray rates llth in field goal
percentage(.469) with an 168-63
record and a solid fifth in field
goal percentage over the past
five years (.491) trailing only
North Carolina, Jacksonville,
UCLA and the University of
Kentucky.
Under Luther's reign, Murray
also has a national record in
free-throw percentage (with a
mininumi of 20 shots in a game)
with their contest against
Austin Peay Feb. 1, 1966 when
the teams connected for 1000
per cent (24 of 241.
In the last 13 years, the
Racers haven't finished out of
the first division in the league.
Luther also introduced the
first black player into the
league, All-State Tom Officer
from Washington, Mo. in 1961,
followed by Stu Johnson from
Penn. in 1982, who went on to
become a star with the ABA.
With Johnson and company,
Murray took the OVC title in
1964 and faced Loyola of
Chicago in the first round of
the NCAA, the defending
national champs.
"We gave them a heck of a
game," said Luther, "Led
through the first of the
game.., seems we have a
history of picking one of the
powerhouses in the first round."
Racers dropped that game in
the final moments 10145.
The following year, the
Racers went 19-7 along with
seizing the OVC tournament( no
longer alive) and dropping
Texas Western in the Christmas
Tournament, who went on to
win the NCAA championship
over Kentucky.
Coach Luther, who may
capture his 300th win next year,
said, "Every season is exciting,
we have a unique atmosphere of
enthusiasm here with the city,
school, and fans. Other leagues
come in here from all parts of
the country and go away absolutely frustrated."
"I love the challenge of
coaching... the creativity of
lining up against someone else,
the strategy."
"We've had some great
games at Western and at
home... clocks failing to function in the last seconds, upsets,
disappointments. Games with
Eastern, getting beat with ten

seconds still on the clock, Jim overtime. We went on to tie
Jennings sinking a last second them for the title (after winning
shot at Eastern to end their 48- nine games by less than four
game home winning streak. points) and had to play them on
That's the OVC."
a neutral court at Western to
"Each year is unique, ex- see who would represent the
citing, and different. I look OVC in the NCAA tournament."
forward at the beginning of
"It was great...we had a
each year and the tremendous caravan of cars following us to
spirit. There's been several Bowling Green and both schools
teams (Austin Peay, Middle) packed that arena. Funneman
down for years but now ex- was out with a dislocated
tremely talented with super shoulder but that team played
spirit."
super and we crushed them by
Big Disappointment
22 points."
"I think one of my biggest
Bradley—A Believer
disappointments was in 1967-68
"We've had some other great
when Claude Virden was a series like with Bradley, beat
sophomore and we had Dick them four years in a row, three
Cunningham (who had led the of them on their home court.
nation in rebounding the We're the only team to do that."
previous year), Billy Chumbler
"Because of the notoriety,
and were undefeated on our pressure and prestige and
home floor then Western came losses can determine if someone
to town. If we beat them we won keeps his job, they dropped us.
the championship."
A team needs a non-conference
"With Greg Smith, Chapman, loss like they need a hole in the
and Kaufman they were hot, head. Consequently, teams will
hitting better than 60 per cent at get someone they think they can
the half. We came back and beat."
went ahead by one point in the
last two minutes. Then the ball
bounced off Chapman's foot, hit
Cunningham in the knee,
bounced back to Chapman and
he hit a fluke shot to win it."
"We had a playoff with
Harley Swift and East. Tenn. at
Richmond and lost." East went
on to beat Florida State in the
By The Associated Press
first round of the NCAA.
TENNIS .
"We weren't a super team but
JOHANNESBURG, South Afreally played together.....one of rica
— Jimmy Connors of
the most enjoyable teams I ever
Belleville, Ell., defeated Arthur
coached and I think we could
Ashe of Miami 6-4, 7-6, 6-3 and
have done something in the won the
men's singles title in
NCAA."
the South African Open Tennis
The Morehead BSA
Tournament.
Luther recaptured 111119 as
another
exciting
year.
Morehead was a pre-sesuson
SYRACUSE, N.Y. — Frank
favorite with stout Green and Maloney, defensive line coach
Jackson.
of the University of Michigan,
"With Virden, Don Fun- was named head football coach
neman, Frank Streety, and at Syracuse University succeedsophomores Hector Blondet, ing Ben Schwartzwalder, who
Ron Johnson, and Jimmy retired.
Young, we played our first
NEW YORK — Penn State,
away league game with them with an 11-0 record, was
following the Christmas break awarded the Lambert Trophy
and got beat 113-i on 1:for being the top major college
Saturday night. Those young A. team in the East.
kids were down but came back
and put out a great effort the
BASEBALL
.
NEW YORK — Gary Matfollowing Monday to beat
Eastern at Richmond in a really thews, outfielder for the San
Francisco Giants, was named
dose game."
When we met Morehead at the National League's Rookie of
home we cut 'em down 69-68 in the Year for 1973.

Sports In
Brief

"It's tough in basketball to
get teams to play schools not
well known....like schools that
have a state name behind
them"
Leaning back in his chair in
an office, stacked with trophies
from championships from 6344,
54-85, 67-66, 6649, plagues for
100 and 200 wins, along with AllSports Trophy for 72-73, Luther
evaluated the up-coming
season.
"I'm pleased with the guys
that have returned: Starks,
Coleman, Williams, Barrett,
Adell and Jamison. They all
really want a good season and
know its going to be tough."
"Got some strange combinations too....talented players
but with abilities that need to be
worked into what we're doing.
This type of ball is strange to
them. We are behind in
covering what we would normally had been doing."
"It's not surprising to be
traveling around the country
and when telling a stranger
you're from Murray to have
them reply, "They play
basketball there don't they?"

Poultry Bowl
Opponents Set

NEW YORK AP) — Penn
State, which completed an 11-0
season by beating Pittsburgh
35-13 Saturday, has been named
the unanimous choice for the
Lambert Trophy, awarded annually to the top major college
football team in the East.
It was the third consecutive
year that Coach Joe Paterno's
team has won the award for Division I teams and the 10th
time since it was inaugurated
in 1936.
Trailing 13-3 at the half to upset-minded Pitt, the Nittany
Lions came roaring back Saturday for 32 points in the second
half to preserve their unbeaten
season. Penn State is headed
for the Orange Bowl against
Louisiana State on New Year's
Night.
Temple, which finished its
season with a S-Ir record, garnered all eight second-place
votes to finish second in the
balloting with 70 points, 10 behind Penn State.
Pitt finished third with 61
points, followed by Ivy League
champion Dartmouth in fourth
with 53 points and Boston College fifth with 51. Completing
the top 10 were West Virginia,
Connecticut, Harvard, Yale and
Penn.

Saves Aren't Enough
PINCHER CREEK, Alta.
AP) — Goaltender Alan HayGAINESVILLE, Ga. ( AP) — den made 97 saves Saturday
An opponent has been found for night in a heroic attempt to
Stephen F. Austin State Univer- keep Pincher Creek in a Ranchsity in the first annual Poultry land Senior Hockey League
Bowl, to be played here Dec. 8, game against Vulcan.
It wasn't enough. Vulcan won
bowl officials have announced.
A spokesman said Gardner 27-1
Webb College of Boiling
Frazier-Ali Tickets
Springs, N.C., has accepted an
NEW YORK (AP) — Tickets
invitation to play in the bowl
for the 12-round Joe Fraziergame. Gardner Webb posted a
Muhammad All match, sched7-4 record this season.
uled for Jan. 28 at Madison
A bid had been extended earSquare Garden, go on sale
lier to Northeastern Oklahoma
Tuesday at the Felt Forum box
A&M College, but officials of
office and at Ticketron outlets,
that school announced Monday
the Garden said Monday.
they were turning down the inTickets for the bout will be
vitation due to the lack of an
priced at $100, $75, $50, 940, $30
adequate money guarantee and
and $20. Each sale is limited to
the prospect of a 20-hour bus
four tickets per person with no
ride to get to Gainesville.
mail orders accepted.

NEW YORK(AP) — The San
Francisco Giants have produced some sparkling baseball
diamonds ... Willie Mays ...
Orlando Cepeda ... Willie
McCovey ... and now, Gary
Matthews.
Following in pretty illustrious
company on the Giants, Matthews was named Monday the
National League's Rookie of the
Year for 1973.
Matthews beat out Montreal
pitcher Steve Rogers to become
the fourth Giant to win the
prize. Mays won his when the
Giants played in New York.
A total of nine players received votes — the largest field
ever — as the National League
produced one of its best crops
in history. But despite the most
diversified voting in the 27-year
history of the award, Matthews
won in a breeze.
His total of 11 points exceeded by far that of Rogers'
3/
1
2. One writer, unable to decide between Rogers and Pittsburgh outfielder Richie Zisk,
cast a half vote for each player.
Others named in the voting
were catcher Bob Boone of
Philadelphia(2 points); pitcher
Elias Sosa of San Francisco
(2); Cincinnati third baseman
Dan Dreissen (2); Los Angeles
third baseman Ron Cey (1);
second baseman Dave Lopes of
Los Angeles(1); Cincinnati outfielder Johnny Grubb (1) and
ask (½).
Matthews, a 23-year-old outfielder from Pacoima, Calif.,
helped make the San Francisco
outfield one of the most explosive this year.
Teaming with sluggers Bobby
Bonds and Garry Maddox, Mat-

Chris Evert
Is Favorite
In Tourney
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — The defending
champion played the role of underdog today in the women's
singles final of the South African Tennis Championships.
America's sprightly Ciris Evert rated a slight favorite despite the status of her opponent
— Australia's Evonne Goolagong, who is not only the defending champion of this event
but also a Wimbledon winner.
The Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
teenager has beaten Miss
Goolagong in three of their five
previous meetings this year,
and was rated a slight favorite
on the basis of her concentration and poise under pressure.
Arthur Ashe, who lost to an
inspired Jimmy Connors 6-4, 76,
6-3 Monday in the men's singles
final, will team with Tom Okker of the Netherlands against
South Africa's Robert Maud
and Lew Hoed of Australia in
today's men's doubles final.
Connors, one of the tennis
sensations of 1973, trounced
Ashe in straight sets in an allAmerican final.
The aggressive, 21-year-old
Connors from Belleville, RI.,
simply was too sharp for the
veteran Davis Cup ace, who fell
far below the form he displayed
in crushing South Africa's Cliff
Drysdale in the semifinals.

Al

thews had a .300 batting average, hit 12 home runs and collected 58 RBI in 148 games.
Matthews' average was second
on the club to Maddox'.319 and
his offensive figures produced
22 doubles, 10 triples and 17 stolen bases.
Matthews, a 6-foot-3, 180pound right-handed hitter, was
the Giants' No. 1 draft choice
in 1968 as a senior at San Bernaciino (Calif.) high school. He
came up to the Giants for a
September trial in 1972 and
really showed them something
— four homers and 18 RBI in
20 games.

Girl Tries Out
For Wrestling
LA MESA, Calif. (AP) -Since Roberta Butcher decided
to try out for the wrestling
team at Helix High School,
she's heard plenty of suggestions about her motives, some
of them unflattering. But she
says it's really quite simple.
"If there was a girls' wrestling team I would go out for
it," says the trim 120-pound
llth grader. "But since there
isn't, I just have to stick with
the boys' team.
"I suppose that I could have
gone out for something like tennis or volleyball to keep in
shape, but wrestling just
seemed like a challenge."
A new California Interscholastic Federation rule allowing girls to try out for any
boys' athletic team enabled
Miss Butcher to turn out for the
start of wrestling practice four
weeks ago. She hasn't made the
team yet, but she's won the respect of Coach Dick Langston.
"When Roberta approached
me last spring about coming
out for the wrestling team I
just laughed," he says. "However, when she showed up for
practice, I knew she was
serious. I think she's really sincere about trying to make our
team."
An ex-boyfriend might also
testify to her sincerity.
"This one boy I was going
out with told me to either quit
the team or say good-by to
him," says Miss Butcher. "So I
said good-by."
. s
-•
Olympic Coin Presentation
MONTREAL ( AP) — Frank
Mahovlich of the Montreal Canadiens will be presented with
the first set of Olympic coins
before Wednesday night's hockey game here against the Los
Angeles Kings' the National
Hockey League club announced
Monday night.
The presentation will be
made by Postmaster-General
Andre Ouellet in recognition of
Mahovlich's contribution to
hockey in Canada.
•11-.11.-11,1111JIM...1.1JELM.
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Alabama Takes Over Number One Spot In College Poll
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Flattery is great, says Alabama Coach Paul "Bear"
Bryant. But there is no substitute for results.
The Crimson Tide of Alabama replaced Ohio State as
the nation's top-ranked college
football team in this week's Associated Press poll.

"I'm highly flattered, of
course, and I certainly hope we
can prove deserving," Bryant
said. "Right now, though, it
doesn't mean a thing unless we
can beat Auburn. The squad
has worked hard to attain the
No. 1 ranking and it's up to us
to show we deserve it."
One man who didn't agree
with the poll's results was Oklahoma Coach Barry Switzer,
whose team finished second in
the balloting.
Switzer thinks the Sooners not Alabama, should be No. 1.
Ohio State's 10-10 tie with
Michigan realigned the poll
results with Oklahoma, which

had been third, moving up to
No. 2, the Buckeyes dropping to
third and Michigan maintaining
fourth place.
Notre Dame and Penn State,
like Alabluna unbeaten and untied, remained fifth and sixth,
respectively, and remained in
contention for the national title,
which will be decided following
the bowl games on New Year's
Day.
Alabama, which beat Louisiana State 21-7 last Thursday,
received 36 first-place votes
and 1,176 points from the nationwide panel of 63 AP member sports writers and sportscasters.
Oklahoma, which beat Nebraska 27-0 last Friday, garnered 20 first-place votes and
1,095 points. Ohio State collected two first-place ballots and
892 points while Michigan got
one No. 1 vote and 876 points.
Notre Dame, a 48-15 Thanksgiving Day victor over Air
Force, received two first-place
votes and 632 votes while Penn

State, which capped its regular
11-0 season with a 35-13 victory
over Pitt, earned the remaining
rust-place vote and 726 points.
Southern Cal used a 23-13 victory over UCLA to climb from
ninth to seventh place. LSU's
loss to the Crimson Tide
dropped the Tigers from sev-

enth to eight while Texas
jumped from 11th to ninth with
a 42-13 shellacking of Texas
A&M.
Arizona State, a 55-19 winner
over Arizona, moved up from
13th to 11th. Texas Tech was
12th, followed by Nebraska,
Houston, Miami of Ohio, North

Carolina State, Kansas, Maryland, Tennessee and Missouri.
Maryland made its first appearnce of the season in the
Top Twenty after whipping Tulane 42-9.
The Top Twenty, with firstplace votes in parentheses, sea-

1. Alabama i 36) 10-0-0 1,176
2. Oklahoma (20) 9-0-1 1,095
3. Ohio State (2) 9-0-1 892
4. Michigan (1) 10-0-1 876
5. Notre Dame (2)9-0-0 832
6. Penn State (2) 114-0 726

7. So. California 9-1-1 570 16. No. (artiiina St.8-3-0
57
6. Louisiana State 9-1-1 436 17. KanSaS
7-3-1
41
9. Texas
8-2-0 389 18. Maryland
8-3-0
23
10. UCLA
9-2-0 312 19. Tennessee
7-3-0
8
11. Arizona State 10-1-0 288 W. Missouri
7-4-0
7
12. Texas Tech
Others receiving votes, listed
10-1-0 266
13. Nebraska
8-2-1 209 alphabetically: Auburn, East
14. Houston
9-1-0 171 Carolina, Georgia, Kent State,
15. Miami, Ohio 10-0-0
as Thillue•

More reavons whyOFis AmerioaiP /MajorAppheaneeValue!
Timed right for the holiday seasonFeaturing an enormous selection of GE Appliances and
GE TV -great to give, great to get-and all
are great holiday values!
gettlieN
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Adult Basketball
Registration Opens

'

The Murray Park and Recreation Department has
opened registration for this years adult basketball leagues
according to park and recreation director, Gary Hotunan.
Two divisions, an upper and a lower, will be offered this
year. The divisions will be determined according to team
strength.
Registration may be completed by contacting the park
office at 753-7640 or Hotunan at 753-7430 after 5 p.m.
Registration will remain open until Dec. 3. The entry fee
of $60 must be paid by Dec. 3, Hotunan said.
An organization meeting will be held at 7 p.m., Dec. 3, at
the Murray City Hall.

GENERAL ELECTRIC 20.8 Cu. t.
DELUXE NO-FROST REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER • Ni)Defrosting Ever
• Giant b.% Cu It top Freezer •
Equipped to accept automatir ii e
maker* • Big 13.8 cu ti Refrigerator with 4 full-width shelves (3
adjustable) • Adjustable Meat
Keeper • Rolls on wheels

Only $368"

Whalers Break Tie
For First Place
Coach Still Unhappy
BOSTON (AP) - The New
England Whalers have broken
their tie for first place in the
World Hockey Association's
East Division, and have
snapped a two-game losing
streak - but still Coach Ron
Ryan isn't pleased.
"Our defense still isn't playing well," Ryan said Monday
night after the Whalers defeated the Jersey Knights 4-2 in
the only professional hockey
game scheduled.
"We've been poor defensively
with the exception tonight of
goalie Al Smith, who played a
super game," Ryan said.
Smith was credited with 32
saves, many of the spectacular
kind which brought the sparse
crowd to its feet, and was voted
the evening's number one player
The victory put the WHA
champion Whalers into sole
possession of first place.

In Monday's game, Torn
Webster opened the scoring
with a power play goal at 2:59
in the first period. Jersey's
Brian Perry evened things up
on an interception and goal at
1:03 in the second.
New England came back in
the second period with three
goals by Hugh Harris, Tommy
Williams and Al Karlander.
Andre Lacroix got the Knights'
second goal in the third period.
The game was played amid
rumors that the Knights, nee
the New York Golden Blades,
might be moving to Baltimore.
The Baltimore News American reported that Dennis Murphy, league interim-president,
wants to move the franchise to
Baltimore this season.
"We have three or four cities
pursuing franchises," the newspaper quoted Murphy as saying. "But our preference is Baltimore. The city meets every
requirement."

Model
CB-15DP -GENERAL ELECTRIC 15 cu. ft
QUALITY-BUILT CHEST FREEZER
• You can save time and money buy in quantity, in season, when
prices are lower • Removable storage basket • Adjustable temperature control.

'23888

Only

Model JET-78

Model WIVA-8410

GENERAL ELECTRIC 18-lb. 2SPEED Ell TER-FLO* WASHER
WITH MINI-BASKET • 5 wash temperature-rinse temperature combinations • Variable water-level
selections • Soak Cycle • Permanent Press/Poly Knit cycle •
Delicate selection

Model ODE 7200-P
Model I-3565

GENERAL ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC
SENSOR CONTROL DRYER • 3
Cycles • 3 Temperature selections
- Normal, Permanent Press/Poly
Knit, Delicate plus Air Fluff • Endof-cycle signal • Drum light - goes
on when door is opened.

Only $228"

GENERAL ELECTRIC COUNTERTOP FAST-COOKING MICROWAVE OVEN • Cooks foods in
minutes, not hours • Frozen Foods
thaw quickly • No pots and pans
to scrub -cook on glass, ceramic.
plastic - even paper plates.

Only $29888

GENERAL ELECTRIC RANGE WITH
p.75 SELF-CLEANING OVEN SYSTEM • Oven cleans itself, electrically, automatically - including
innet oven door, window, even
surface unit reflector pans • Fast'
heating in-the-oven broiler

on&s31888

1111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111
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111111111111 Mortar
MI GIP IIIIII In Ell
Mill 11111
MINIIIII
One of the things
MFA Insurance provides

Ronnie
Ross

Only $2201

•Addel U11-4106W0
Model GCG-SSO

model MB-51(0PS

GENERAL ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC
TRASH COMPACTOR - REDUCES
TRASH TO ONE DISPOSABLE
BAG! • No special•installaticwi plugs into any adequately wired
outlet • Free-standing or huiffIrr-• Kutomatic spray helps controlodors

WEST Olf0"Lazy Day"

Slo-Cooker
emu MY GE MEN MY
OUT TM 06111111S101

Only $17801

GENERAL ELECTRIC STAINLESS
oisrosALL. FOOD WASTE DISPOSER • Corrosion Resistant virtually all metal funs exposed
U,water are stainless steel or brass
• Tivio-lock mounting • lainresistanClawellet.

GENERAL ELECTRK 1YeRagonal
1110% SOLID STATE roatAttE
TV • GE Insta-View" • All Solid
State "Plus-70" UHF -Click-in Tuning - Window Readout • VHF
telescoping antenna, loop antenna
for UHF • Recessed
handle

Only
$ 14888

GENERAL ELECTRIC 2S" diagonal
100% SOLID STATE MODULAR
COLOR TV • One-Touch Color'
System - color pictures automatically, at the touch of a button •
AfC - Automatic Fine Tuning Control• GE Insta-Color* Circuit

Only

$54888

Mtn avoniabi• on Confrinnonarr thotict
AIN.I.Ilat0
on Early AnsevoCnn Model MIIVISOtIP
pone

Lay-A-Way For Christmas Now While Selections Are Good!!
Low Finance Rate -90 Days Same As Cash - 24 Months To Pay
Sale Priced for Christmas Instant Credit Service Al! Year

MURRAY Al2.PLIANCE

212 E. Ma...
Murray, Ky.
4

Model CIC-250

Model CSC-461

GENERAL ELECTRIC 4 CYCLE
CONVERTIBLE POTSCRUBBER'
DISHWASHER • Portable now,
built-in later • Power-Scrub for
Pots and Pans, Normal for everyday loads, Light Soil, Rinse and
Hold • Soft Food Disposer • Solid
Maple Cutting Board Top.

Owners: John Simmons 8 Howard Coy -

753-1586
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2. Notice

Queenie
Bee
Matinee

Saturday
1 til 3

CAP!Vali<

24. Miscellaneous

L'ARPENTER NEEDS work. meo SEA RAY ski boat, 17' inSECRETARIAL. BOOKKEEP- Low Rates Call 753-2348 after board-outboard, black with red
Interior, all accessories. Phone
ING knowledge helpful. Write 5:00 p m
753-8455 mornings.
P.O. Box 32-C, Murray, Kentucky.
10. Business Opportunity

24. alliocdtonsows

MARY KAY Cosmetics, the
cosmetic that's more than a REDWOOD FENCE, two seccover up. Call to arrange a tions and three poles. $25.00.
fascinating and complimentary Phone 753-9901.
facial, Sonya Futrell, 753-4505.
22.
GOOD USED portable sewing
NEED EXTRA cash? Spare
DENTAL ASSISTANT trainee. Time! Details, sample free. CONN CLASSIC guitar, excellent TRUCK LOAD TIRE SALE. While machine; corner accent light,
Paid training.
Good salary. Ftosebud Sykes, 406 South 4th condition, $40.00. Phone 753-2348 they last, custom premium 78 amber colored; two girls size 12polyester 4 ply white wall. Road
Benefits plus, two-year enlist- Street.
after 5:00 p.m.
Montgomery Ward
MISSING--MALE beagle, 8
hazard and defective material 14 coats; boys size 10 Lee Wald
ment. Now interviewing, 18-35.
1703 Chestnut
guar
anteef 1
Jacket, size 18, ladies Youth
from the home of
old
months
Call Army Opportunities 247-4525. 12
.Inuicaoce
GUITAR LESSONS for beginners F78x14" or 15"-$14 82 + $2.22 Craft navy coat. Phone 753-3903
Sale, Wednesday only
Cecil Cleaver. Wearing a collar
or
178x14"
15"-$15.39
+
10 percent Ott all Returned
12.37
or advance students. If you have
with E.E. Roberts from La., on it.
Goods
INSURANCE: NEW mobile a desire to learn how to play the G78x14" or 15"-$1636 + $2.80 FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone
Open till 7 00 P M
Phone 753-2233.
H78xI4" or 15-417.51 + $3.0,1
home coverage to qualified risk, guitar, call Gary at 753-2746, after J78x- or 15-418.11 + $3.0L Jim Gibson 489-2195 after 5:00
BOOKKEEPER AND secretary,
1.78x- or 15"-$18.88 + $3.31
deductible,
low
with or without
5:00 p.m. Reasonable priced.
experience in construction
Wanted
WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Custom premium 2+2 fiberglass p.m.
I rates, excellent claim service
preferred. Phone Donald Smith
belted 78 series, white wall. Road
home for 16 year old boy. For COMPUTER OPS
When you see me, don't think of G.E. CLEARANCE Sale--8 track hazard and defective
trainee. Paid
material
specific
information
call training. Good salary, many Benton, 527-7215.
insurance, but when you think of etereo tape players. Automatic guaranteed.
Department
for
Human benefits. Two-year enlistment.
insurance see me. Harding record changer, audio systems, E78x14" or 15"-$15.51 + $2.31
Check Price and Quality
MEN AND women can earn
oway insurance &
Resources, 753-5362, ask for Now interviewing. Call
or 15"-416.12 + $2.50
Realty, duo-mode systems, tri-mode F78x14"
Army 4300 $400 per week
G78x14"
before buying your
or
as
15"-$17.26 + $2.73
sales phone 753-5842.
Ramona Roberts.
Opportunities collect, 247-4525.
systems, four channel sound H78x14" or 15-418.90 + $2.96
representatives for rapidly exsystems, FM-AM-FM stereo L78- or 15" - $19.60 + $3.31
panding company with excellent
Wide 70 series white wall 2+2 fibbetaliTniN
receiver. While they last.
JOBS IN Intelligence. No ex- lead system. For more inerglass belted or nylon. Road hazperience required. Good salary, formation, write P.O. Box 717, I WILL be buying all kinds of furs Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price ard and defective material guarM-8618 $62.95 $49.88
benefits plus., two-year enlist
anteed.
We want to thank all the people ment. Now interviewing, 18-35. Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601 or again this season. Thanks for last SC2705 $124.95
F70x14" or 15-417.50 + $2.61
$99.95
call
Mr.
Lindsey,
business.
year's
Highway
collect
641
at
(5021
We Sell at Wholesale
G70x14" or 15"-$18.54 +
who were so kind to us during the Call Army Opportunities collect
$124.95
SC2005
$109.95
M3-2361.
South, 2 miles irorn shopping
H70x14" or 15-$19.80 + $3.05
illness and death of our loved one, 247-4525.
Prices
SC2015
$159.95
$126.95
Wide 60 series raised white letcenter, Murray, Kentucky.
Mrs. Mildred Farris. We'd like to
ters.
Road
SC2305
hazard
and
defective
$199.95
$154.95
Douglas
Shoemaker,
Phone
cook,
753MALE SHORT order
thank Dr. Hugh Houston, and all
materials guaranteed.
SC3300 $209.95 8168.95
G60x14" or 15"-$19.13 + $2.89
the doctors and nurses who CLERK-TYPIST. No ex- experienced in prep work. Good 3375.
SC3205
$259.95
$199.95
Central Shopping Center
L60x14" or 15"-$23.52 + 23.49
worked so hard during her perience required. Good salary, working conditions. Wonderful ANY U.S. Silver coins, also 40 watts
peak music, power on Mud and snow tfres, white wall.
for aggressive collections, one piece or more.
illness. We especially appreciate many
benefits.
Two-year opportunity
753-5865
our most deluxe set. Roby Sales, Road hazard and defective mathe words of oxidort from Bro. enli4ment. Now interviewing, 18- man. Steady work. Good pay. Phone Bill Harris 753-6328.
Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky. terial guaranteed.
Murray,
32-K,
Box
Write
F78x14"
or 15"-$14.41 + $2.53
Yancy and to the choir who sang. 35. Call Army Opportunities
G78x14" or 15-415.13 + $2.60
Kentucky.
To Max Churchill Funeral Home collect 247-4525.
WOOD ASHLEY stove, also two FIVE PIECE Rogers drum set. H78x14" or L5"-$16.17 + $2.75 26. TV-Radio
for such good service. We thank
L78x14" or 15--$17.18 -4- $3.13
hog farrowing crates. Phone 753- Phone 753-4746.
once again all our friends, neigh- LEGAL CLERK trainee. Paid
Steel belted radial ply tires. Road
CLEARANCE :Sale G.E. por3934 from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
hazard and defective materials
bors, and relatives for the lovely training. Good salary, excellent
table Cassette Yecorder players.
TUNLNG-repair- guaranteed.
PIANO
WHILE THEY LAST!
flowers and the food. May God benefits. Now interviewing, 18-35.
FR70x14"
15"-$34.70 4- $1811
Reg. Sale
WANT TO BUY large farm, with Tebuilding. Prompt-expert ser- GR70x14" or
Two-year enlistment. Call Army
richly bless each of you.
or
15-$36.31
+
$2108
Must be neat, clean, or without house, in Calloway vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Bee HR70x14" or 15-$37.50 + $3.33 Model
Price Price
Husband, children, grand- Opportunities collect 247-4525.
M4433
$29.95 $25.
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. LR70x14" or 15-439.47 + $3.70
County. Phone 782-2557.
children, brothers, and family of
51-8415
$39.95 329.88
dependable,
preferrabfy
TFC
Truck
tires.
753-8911.
Phone
Road
hazard
and
deM-8445
$42.95
$35.88
STENOGRAPHER-NO
exMrs. Mildred Farris.
fective material guaranteed.
M-8450
$44.95 $32.88
perience required. Good salary, over 21
CLEARANCE SALE G.E. Record Highway tread.
M-8455
$51.95 $3999
many
670x15-6 ply - $13.37 + $2.40
benefits.
Two-year
Players
11-8460
$5995 $4796
Reg. Sale 700x15-6 Ply - $16.55 + $2.80
enlistment. Now interviewing, 18ROBY SALES
Apply
in
person
to
POOL TABLES-% price sale,
Price Price 750x16-8 ply - $2048 + $3.69 HIGHWAY 68 BENTON, KY.
Model
The many expressions of love 35. Call Army Opportunities,
while they last. 44", regular
V-211
$18.95 $16.88 Truck tires, tortion type Road
Bill French
and sympathy that came to us at collect 247-4525.
V-639
634.96 $24.88 hazard and defective material
224.86, now only $12.43. 60",
the death of our loved one, Joe
from 2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
V-936
$44.88 guaranteed.
$55.96
regular $49.60, now only $24.80.
Paul Willie, will remain with us SURVEYOFtS. PAID training.
946
$59.95 $47.88 670x15-6 ply - $17.63 + $2.88
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
T-361
$79.95 $5988 708:15-6 ply - $18.93 + $3.33
and comfort us in the days ahead. Good salary, great benefits. Now
750x16-8 ply - $25.78 + $4.12
ROBY SALES
Kentucky.
We want to thank all of those Interviewing, 16-35. Two-year
ROBY SALES, Highway 68
HIGHWAY 68 BENTON, KY.
17 Acres
friends, neighbors and loved ones enlistment. Call Army Op1304 W. Main
Benton, Ky,
MOBILE HOMES underpenned.
who sent flowers, food, cards and portunities, collect 247-4525.
121
Highway South of New
Phone 753-3938 or 7534461
POINTER BIRD dog with
letters. We especially want to
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
Concord. Beautiful home
papers, C.W. Shelton stock. Two
thank the men who saw the ac- PHOTOGRAPHERS. We'll train away! Let Avon help you make
site, creek and fescue
cident and rendered aid; the you and pay as you train. Two- holiday money. As an Avon FIREWOOD-cut to order. KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest horse trailer with dual wheels.
pasture.
436-2362
Phone
or
753-5145.
truck
1966
1%
Ford
ton
with
Control,
phone
753-3914, 100 South
Professional Ambulance Service year enlistment. Good salary, Representative, you can earn
13th Street "Every day you double side boards. In good
Also
of Murray; the staff at the benefits plus. Now interviewing, extra cash-and it's easy and
2 year old Registered
Murray Hospital; Kentucky State 18-35 Call Army Opportunities fun! Call or write Glenda Dulte, 21" COLOR TV stereo, AM, FM delay lets bugs have their way." condition. Phone 435-4483.
Radio, console. Maple finish
Troopers Charles Stevenson, collect 247-4525.
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
Polled Hereford
or best offer. See at 1cr2 FOR Tla best In pest control FIREWOOD-CUSTOM cut and
2135.00
Ronald Wilkins and C.O. Futrell
42001, 443-3366.
service and termite control call delivered. Phone 436-2353.
20th Street.
No
Cow
and the Benton Police for their MAIL CLERK. No experience
Superior Exterminating Comwith heifer calf by C.E.M.
compassion; the Filbeck-Cann required. Good salary, many SMALL ENGINE mechanic.
pany. 753-7268.
TFC COLEMAN 500(1 BTU Heater,
Beau Victor whose Grand
Funeral Home for their out- benefits. Now interviewing 18-35. Experience necessary. MustACLEANINGEST
CARPET
$10.00. Phone 753-3570
Sire is Ralf Brother to 1973
standing service; the First Two year enlistment. Call Army have own tools Write to P.O. Boxkleaner you ever used, so easy
National Grand Champion.
Baptist Church Youth Choir, Opportunities, collect 247-4525. 32-L, Murray, Ky.
too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent
Scott Acuff, Millie Hawkins and
wigima
elctric shampooer $1.00. Kwikt
i
FIREPLACE WOOD Phone 753Phone 436-5324
FALL FENCE sale, now through
Martha Wyatt for the beautiful OVERSEAS JOB opportunities.
Market, Five Points.
4147, or 436-=90.
November
free
28.
For
estimate
music; the ministers, Bros. John Two-year enlistment. Good
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753Carney, William Sullivan and salary, many benefits. Now inEXPERIENCED ROOFERS, EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, 2310.
Mitch Lampkins for their words terviewing, 18-35. Call Army
Large or small jobs. Free economical. Blue Lustre carpet
We Are Moving . . . TO THE NEW
of comfort; Mr. Miller and the Opportunities collect 247-4525.
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
estimates. Phone 767-6520
$1.00. Big K. Belaire Shopping FIREWOOD FOR sale day "
(We Are Still Downtown)
night. Phone 489-2801.
Center.
We Promise: We have Quality, named Brand inSNOWMAN PRACTICE! I'M ON
struments. Kimball and other fine brands.
YOU'f) E3ETTEK GET ON A TEAM
IRE'SILVER FLAKES SAND WE
the BUNDLED SLABS and sawdust.
f3I6 MOTHER YOU CAN'T eVILD
at
BEATLES LIVE
You can Definitely Save if you purchase before we
Phone
753-7383.
PRACTICE EVERe TUESDAY _IF I'M
A SNOVAAN At( We UNLESS
Hollywood Bowl, recorded from
move. You Cannot get a better deal from anyone.
LATE,THE COACH WILL KILL ME!
suommi
KOU'RE CN A TEAM!
original capital tapes. The album
rinswo
WHY NOT SAVE AND STILL GET TOP QUALITY
never release, also other Beetle FIREWOOD CUT to order.
rtmna
Our instruments are all made in America. Kimball and
p mama
live albums, plus live albums of Phone 436-5628.
;domes
vim
imm
Dylan, Rolling Stones, The Who,
°ther fine brandS'
yip IPan
VI,! ' 11121
Led Zepplin, etc, etc, etc. Call 1971 FORD Station Wagon. Would
Broadway Baldwin-Kimball 443-6453
619
EMI413 11-17
753-2746 after 5.00 p.m.Sound like to trade for older model
Padu5ali, Ky
quality own all albums fantastic. wagon or pickup 743-7228.
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walk to
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14.

TV Service Center

Traveler"

Good
zoned
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Help Wanted

Ticket at
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Relieves
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Plan Ahead
Carroll VW
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Three
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Burger Chef

4Service

Three b
den--cen
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"The
Missouri
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Senior Class of 73; the
GIVE THE unusual gift, Pallbearers,
who will miss him
crocheted dolls and animals. Any too;
and the rescue squad who
age child would love them. Call dug his
grave with love. May God
753-4474 after 4:00 p.m. Mrs. Jc Bless
You All.
Nell Rayburn.
The Family

qui ment

9. Situations Wanted

8. Help

at the

7

6. Help Wanted

For Sale

Three

11111111111111111111

.Two
air, 2
&CMS.

MIN

4 Of eity

PADUCAH MALL

GO,SILVER FLAKES!

3 be.

CONRAD'S

BEATLE BAILEY
VERY WELL,
SEND I4ER
IN

SIR I Ti-liNK

you 514ocke sPEAK.
TO M15E BirgLEY
ABOL1T TelE WAs'
$4.4E CRES.5•EE
FOR WORK

SOMETHIN6
A LTTTLE

faun

SHORTER?

"1114,, A

16. Home Furnishings

Al

BATTERIES $895 to $14.95. Any
car, discount to dealers. Atomic
batteries, 401 North 4th Street,
Murray, 753-8572.
HAMMARHUND-HQ 180A
communication 'receiver. Phone
489-2577.

TWO TWIN beds, like new. Phone 1969 CHEVY II, Nova SS, body
only. In good condition, nice
4364330.
interior. 1967 Chevelle, new 4
speed transmission. New 396-375
HP engine, 100 per cent
•
• guaranteed. Body average, could
be repaired cheap. Can be seen at
• Walston Auto Repair Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray.
tin the old ice plant building
:South 4th St. Murray, Ky. •
•
;Commercial 12.99 sq. yd.:

S•OOOOOOO••••••••••••
•
• Discount
Carpet Center

II
NANCY
I LOVE TO
DEPARTMENT
STORES
\47-

LOOKING FOR an unusual gift?
Give an art piece sculptured by
nature; varnished and hand
polished driftwood with assorted
decorations. Phone 753-2415 or
see at 1628 Farmer ve

TELL ME WHAT YOU'VE
POUND AND I'LL TELL
YOU IF I LOST IT

:Kitchen Print53.99 sq. ydi
•
load every week

Ist Truck
• No job too small or too •
•
•
•
z large.

'

SEE PROOF

of $2,000 per week income
All two thousand payable
weekly in cash, plus a continued automatic income of
450,000 in royalties for 5 to 10 years for each firm you
represent as our Associate. No selling, traveling or inventory required. 90 day trial option. Will not interfere
with your present business or employment.

Call . . .

Wooten & Associates
in Dallas, Texas at (214) 350-5751
We

have Associates earning over $3,000 a week.

AIRPORT
MANAGER WANTED

18. Sewing Machines
;7,21

LIL' ABNER
AN SO -PANT!-PAN IF- AH NOW
CONCLUDES TI-1'4.595 WEDDIN'
BY F'RONCX.MNICIN'`10`, M.AH LetFEATHERED FRiENID ---

IT ACKMAPPEPIN-DI

SALE-Sewing
CLEARANCE
machines. Brother heavy duty,
full size model number 1381,
Regular 279.95, now only $44.q,
Heavy duty zig zag, model 621',
Regular $99.95, now only, $63.56.
Deluxe zig zag model number
751, regular $159.95, note 'only
$114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Benton. Kentucky.

20. Sports Equipment
AIVOITTON DItits
Army surplus camoflautie net.
weaved burlap, 18' mc 22'. 215.00.
New never been used, Phone 7533570.
A
r

4
ci
Seer

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY AIRPORT
This is a full-time non-flying position involving management and
maintenance of the airport facilities. General knowledge of aircraft is
desirable. Salary open, depending on experience and qualifications.
Manager required to live in mobile home at airport
Application forms may be obtained at and returned totity Cleft's
City Hall, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

$
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Sell It With A Classified
11111111111M

two secs. $25.00.

e sewing
nt light,
Is size 12Lee Wald
es Youth
e 753-3903.
e. Phone
after 5:00

Three bedrooms, kitchenden-central beat and air,
CLEARANCE Sale G.E.multifenced yard, patio, landband radios.
Sale
scaped, Robertson School.
Reg
3 band models
Price
P4920
$ 36.95 $ 29.88
5 band models
P-4950
$ 49.95
38.88
7 band models
P-4980
$124.95 $ 89.88
8 band models
P4960
69.95 $ 49.88
Three bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths, 12 band models
central heat and air, 25 acres.
P4990
1199.95 $139.88
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Benton, Kentucky

27. Mobile Holm Sales
Quality

as

nter
Center
4

.E. porPlOYera.
Sale
e Price
$25.88
$29. •;
$35.88
$32.88
$99.99
$47.88
KY.

of Ness
1 home
fescue

tered

eford
O.E.M.
e Grand
✓ to 1973
mpion.

24

ntown
inwe

NICE ONE bedroom furnished
apartment, couples or teachers.
No pets. 1610 College Facto Road.
Phone 753-1600.

GLITTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters, installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
TFC
estimate.

-1•000,,1111011040

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
Shop (old ice plant). Complete
remodeling
and
repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors, formica work, finish carpentry,
contracting. Phone 7534124 or
753-0790 nights.

FURNISHED THREE bedroom
house near university. Ideal for
three to four college students.
Deposit required. Phone 436-5598.

WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Exterior Painting. Phone 7534832
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
estimates.

Sttfs
"THE WAY THINGS ARE IN WASH INGTOTki,-THE
AMERICAN5
KNOW WHAT TOSELIEVX."

-SEAMLESS GUTTERS, baked
,on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
years. For free detailed estimate
Used
41, Public Sales
FIVE-1972 Plymouth Satellites, phone Atkins Gutter service,
ice cream box, 8' meat display air conditioned, power steering Murray 7534407 or 753-8992.
STALLS AND pasture for two freezer, 3 radios, two black and
Good rental property-also TWO HOUSE Trailers. 12 a 60, horses for rent, $5.00 per month. white televisions, Trans Oceanic and brakes. High mileage lease
cars. $1200.00 each. Phone 753- JERRY'S REFINISHING- di
zoned for business two twp bedroom, with extension on Phone 753-9992.
short wave radio, iron bed, dishes 7832.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
bedroom house plus garage living room. 12 a 37, two
of all kinds, some antiques, two
South of Murray on Hwy, 641.
apartment Under $16,000.
bedroom, all electric. Water POLLED HEREFORDS, Herd eye portable oil stove, table saw, DATSUN 240 Z--l972, low Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492furnished. Deposit required. Sire, three other young bulls, 51
/
2 H.P. 1971 model boat motor, mileage. Good condition. $3500.00 8837.
TFC
Couples or boys prefered. Call Cows and calves. Bred and open dining room suite, and lots more firm. Phone Benton 527-9725.
753-0957
SIGNS PAINTED Phone 436-2107
herifords. Must liquify my pure too numerous to mention. Auc1971 FORD Station Wagon. Would after 5:00 p.m.
bred herd. C.S. Eldridge, Rte. 8 tioneer Shorty McBride-247.
like to trade for older model
TWO BEDROOM 8' z 42' Mobile Box 1154, Green Plains Road.
BLUASS Builders. Year
wagon or pickup. '753-7228.
Home, $45.00 per month. Phone Phone 753-2579
end special-2car garage, as low
489-2595.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141'x 1961 FALCON 4 door, automatic, as $1895.00. Aluminum siding or
additions. For the price, you
electric, heat, West, under TWO BEDROOM 10' wide trailer, 111.111.1111111M 204' on U.S. Highway 641 South. $100.00. Phone 753-3665.
can't afford to wait. Phone
$211,090.
all electric. Located at Shady 641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of For new home or mobile home.
FORD 1959, 6 cylinder, sedan. Mayfield collect 247-7672.
Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter Phone owner 753-0774.
Oaks. Phone 474-2257.
Excellent condition. $200.00.
puppies, tiny toy poodles,
$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
WILL DO trash and brush
TWO BEDROOM trailer, electric cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and month will buy a large wooded lot Phone 436-2404.
heat, large living room has pull hampsters, fish and supplies. at Keniana Shores. Lake accesshauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent
out extension. Has washer and Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457
TFC
central water-all weather condition, sacrifice. Phone 753- 753-6130.
storage building. Phone 489-2513.
streets. Phone 436-5320 or 436- 8892 between 5 and 7 p.m.
BABY-SITTING position wanted.
AKC REGISTERED Toy 2473.
Phone 753-5857 after 5:00 p.m.,
Three bedroom, central TRAILER-12'160', on private Poodle puppies, Apricot, male
except
Wednesday.
Phone
1985 FORD Sports coupe.
electric, meth, under les,S111. lot, three miles east of town. and female. AKC registered 45.
753-8382.
Farms
For
Sale
Phone 753-7827.
German Shepherd puppies.
Phone 753-0957.
37 ACRE farm, two bedroom 1971 MUSTANG Mach I, 351-2V,
house, 2 car garage on 641 North. Mags, tape player, power and
THREE MALE beagles,two pups Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m. air. Real sharp and gets extra
El TO 150 Acres ti land for beans and five year old. Phone 753-2670
good gas milage. Call 435-4921
or corn Phone Ames McClure
after 5:00 p.m.
46.
Homes
For
Sale
753-4770 or Kynois McClure 438AKC REGISTERED Labrador
.Two bedrooms, malarial heat* 5812.
retriever puppies. Phone days TWO BEDROOM house. 701 OLDSMOBILE 88 Del Montair, 21
/
2 heated 'garage, 4
7534424 or after 5:00 pin. 753- Broad Street. Call 753-4490 or 1968, power steering, power
acres.
3632.
443-4900 after 5:00 p.m. brakes, factory air, $425.1/0.
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
Phone 753-8718 after 3:30 p.m.
$11,000.00.
209 S. 7th, Murray
LARGE FURNISHED ApartSIX ROOM home, attached
PLYMOUTH
BELVEDERE
ment, married couples, $100.00
garage on two acres near town.
3-1751
per month. No pets. Phone 753- PEA FOWLS, Guineas, Ducks, Large well house, 29' patio. 1954, good shape, fair tires,
$125.00. Phone 753-3570
6425 days or 7534111$2 nights.
Chickens, fancy, old time Phone 753-8190.
Hubert
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
Phone
favorites.
1971 PINTO, Ford, automatic home, all ages. Phone 753-6737.
ONE BEDROOM furnished Alexander Sedalia 326-8563.
COUNTRY HOUSE, less than with factory air. Yellow with
4 bedroom, built 1967--south apartment, electric heat and air
$11,000.00. 3 bedrooms, utility black vinyl top. $1750.00. Phone WILL DO Carpentry work, home
tit dty me acre lot.
conditioned. Close to university.
storage room, separate garage. 492-8410.
repairs. Free estimates. Write
Real nice. Phone 7534478 or 753Located on blacktop road 5 miles
sending name and address and
6199.
AUCTION SALE, Highway 541 west of Murray. John Randolph
Dart, phone number to Post Office Box
Crouch Realty & Auction Co. Phone 753- GAS SAVER, 1965 Dodge
FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom South Hazel, Tenn., at the
automatic, 6 cylinder. Excellent 32-T Murray, Kentucky.
Stand,
8382 or Keith Hays 489-2488.
and efficiency apartments near and Cannady Fruit
condition. Call 7534978 after 5:00
9:30
university. Ideal for students, Saturday, December 1, at
B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
P.M.
/
2
phone 753-7575.
AAA FOUR BEDROOM, 11
basements, ready to live in if
mowers,
Two wagons, 2 lawn
baths basement and gas heat eieftwszeltmmInally wanted,
patios,
garages,
3 bedrooms, dining room, pieslas.WW4awameakmokwisomouvemowommoimal Two fireplaces, paneled kitchen,
sidewalks, retaining walls
FOR SALE
large screened front porch. Two
family room, fireplace, near
1905 Cadillac Coupe De. driveways, etc. Also backhoe
blocks from square 301 N. 5th 'Vile, White with
Hardin $21,500.
whited work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.
0
Street, 753-7935
Shipment of
vinyl roof, black interior,.
0
0
,power steering, brakes,5 1111111111111111111Mall
47. Motorcycles
windows, seats, & locks,r
I
FOUR BLACK and grey tiger
0 cruise control, air con00
C
u
.
r
10 Cu. Ft
15 .,u ,,. 0 1972 MODEL Penton, 100 cc Call ., ditioning, one owner, 60,000 A stripped kittens. Phone 438-2113
25 Cu. Ft
0 original miles, extra sharp.E after 5:00 p.m.
:13.5 Cu. Ft
Chest and Upright 16.5 Cu. Ft 0 753-1343 or 753-3673.
•Must sell due to death inI
0
0
Davidson 0 family.
1968 HARLEY
FREE PUPPIES, two males and
Carpeted two bedrooms,
em" Phone 753-7736ii,
See at
68.
motorcycle,
model
one female, 7 weeks old. Phone
paneled, Dexter.
0 Court Sciee
Phone 753-3865
Cadiz Motor Company, Cadiz,
753-7667 after 3:30 p.m.
Kentucky, phone 522-6601.
51. Services Offered
FIVE PUPPIES free, six weeks
old. Phone 4924488.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or`
TFC
753-7625 ni hts.
Two bedrooms, kitchen inWILL HAUL coal, by the ton.
cludes refrigerator and stove,
Phone 492-8366 or 492-8341 after
6 miles west, one acre lot.
901 Coldwater Road
Near 5 Points
5:00 p.m.

49.

JUST ARRIVED!!

--e
p,
p

O
0
0
r

WIZARD FREEZERS •

0

0 Western Auto Store $
4..... .....................d

t

SALE!!
lisMEN'S STORE
Lots of New Shipments!
AFTER-THANKSGIVING SALE

4 bedrooms, dining room,
carpets, fenced backyard,
near university.

SPORT COATS
Slightly Irregular $
130 Value Now 24.95
First Quality

40 Value flow 334.95

Corduroy Blazer
'
16•00

1 Group
Slightly Irregular
IS

•
3 bedrooms,2 baths, fireplace,
central heat, air, recreation
room, double garage.

'ft
,icej,

Dwain Taylor Corner

1973 Vega Hatchback, 4 speed with air, grey in color with
black interior, 11,000 miles. $3075.

-Where Better Deals Are Taylor Made"

Hazel Hwy.

Phone 753-2617
V

Grand Opening November 21

FOUR SEASONS
NURSERY and LANDSCAPING
"We Design and Plant Your Ideas"
FIRST QUALITY PLANT MATERIALS-Wide variety of
HoUys, red & white dogwoods, magnolia trees, spruce and
pines, azaleas (red, white, & pink). Also wide variety of
concrete stepping & splash blocks,
COMPLETE LAWN CARE SERVICES including trimming, pruning, spraying.
FREE ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY GIVEN.
LOCATED HIGHWAY 641,RIVIERA TRAILER COURT
NO. 82
753-9946, 753-0797 (call anytime)
Open 8 - 5:30, 7 days a week
ROSS TALLEY - OWNER

Complete
Radiator 8,
Heater Repair
SHOLAR
AUTO REPAIR

0

yable
e of
you
or in.rfere

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, also two bedroom
trailers. Water furnished. Phone
753-4107.

Three bedrooms, kitchen den,
MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', two
ky baths, central beat and air,
Livastock - Supplies
bedrooms. Priced $2,400.00 or
walk to Robertson School.
best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox
PUREBRED POLLED Herfurd
Meadows.
Bulls. Call 753-3745.

0

6453

Another View

. Apartments For Rent

1972, 12 x 60 Mobile Home,
HAMPSHIRE BROOD sows,
Kingswood, also lake view lot in
registered boars. Black
Panorama Shores. Phone 753- gills,
0113 or 753-5717 after 5:00 p.m. angus bull calves. Phone 753-9390
or 753-1348.

esale

A d 75C3a19 16

Wilson

New Shipment of

PANTS
18.00 & 119.00 $14,95
1 Group for $11.99
New Shipment

'Red -Es

BAGGIES

Phone 753-3263

1 Group

$10.95

All weather

Nice Selection

COATS
'15" & 118'
Nice Selection of
100 per cent polyester

Ties

ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
TFC
,Phone Paris,642-6551.

Nice Selection

DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterpillar. Phone 753-9807

Billfolds

SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
hour
24
Electric
offers
emergency service for well
pumps, plumbing and electrical
problems. Phone 753-5543.

SHIRTS
Values at '10.95 '7.95 Belts
-Beautiful GiftsLarge selection of

VESTS
Burgundy, Navy, Brown,
Maple, Pine Green

Turtle Neck Knits
with Matchin9 Vest

Turtle Neck
Sweaters

Wayne Wilson, broker, 753-58$0
Loretta
Jobs,
realtor
Group of Plaids115.00 Off-White, Burgundy,
associate, 7534079
Br own
Ronnie Pea, salesman,435- 5792. 4111111MMImmionism.........mlams.

1

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
Having trouble getting those
small jobs done? Call Ernest
White 753-0605.

GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP

Formal Wear Headquarters
OVER 600 IN STOCK

No Waiting

Tuxedo Rental
after
by
k
THE
COLLEGE SHOP

BANM(RICA110

(Across from MSU Library)
214 No. 15th Street
Phone 753-3242

\a, ---..,_-_,/---__zz7---,---,----,-----_,/,,z,---___---_,zi
- N -0-T- I -C-E ,)
STEREO CENTER
'2
1/
for
HOME and CAR ___
..
)
/

Shop with us for QUALITY, PRICE and
above all . .. SERVICE!!

You can buy your TVs and Stereos from
variety, discount and drug stores, but can )
up to '6.00 Value'3.99
( you get service?
ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
Ladies
models.
and
all
makes
( Be sure to check this ... it is important!
First Quality Polyester
Authorized Baldwin service.
Phone Hopkinsville 886-1877 or '\
after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-4660
Slacks & Tops
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Slacks

,N

.41lallation,Rtnele 7.43-7860..17e,

Now sr

1 Tops

Now

5700

BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, rill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
354-8161,after 5:00 p.m. TFC

2
ti
/
A
V

TV Service Center
centfa4 stvpputg Center ,,,„

-Rhone J.53-585

"Open till 8:00 p.m. or later for your shopping
convenience"

)
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Nora Parker
Dies Monday At
Daughter's Home

Final Rites Held
For Hill Adams At
Chapel On Monday

Mrs. Nora Parker of 613 Ellis
Final rites for Hill Adams of
Drive, Murray, died Monday at Mayfield Route Seven ( Cold4:30 p.m. at the home of a
water community) were held
daughter, Mrs. E.D. Win- Monday at ten a.m. at
the
chester. She was 91 years of age chapel of the Blalock-C,olernan
and the wife of James Thomas Funeral Home with Elder Paul
Parker who died in 1929.
Poyner officiating.
The deceased was a member
Pallbearers
were
Ted
of the Mt. Pleasant United Lawson, Charles Hoke,
Pat
Methodist Chu-ch. Born Adams, Herman,
Dewey, and
February 27, 1882, in Illinois, Homer Edwards. Burial was
in
she was the daughter of the late the Murray Memorial Gardens.
George Skelton and Elizabeth
Mr. Adams, age 69, died
Jane Edwards Skelton.(Me son,
Saturday morning at his home.
Charlie Parker, died in 1959.
Survivors are four daughters, He was a farmer and a retired
Calloway County School bus
Mrs. Ofus Eunice/ Outland and
Mrs. E.D.(Maude) Winchester, driver.
He is survived by his wife,
both of Murray Route Five,
Mrs. Vivian Edwards Adams,
Mrs. Wilburn (Jane) Clayton of
Route One, Buchanan, Tenn., Mayfield Route Seven; three
and Mrs. Jimmy (Dora Mae) daughters, Mrs. Franklin
Bucy of South 4th Street, Rushing, Mrs. Danny Flood,
and Mrs. Rob Darnell; six sons,
Murray; four sons, Herbert
Bramlett of St. Louis, Mo., Dwain, James, Hugh, Hal,
Thomas Napoleon Parker, Johnny, and Bobby Adams;
South 8th Street, Murray, three sisters, Mrs. Beanl
James H. Parker, Henderson, Darnell, Mrs. Carl Hoke, and
Tenn., and William A. Parker, Mrs. Marty Block; two
St. Louis, Mo.; twenty grand- brothers, Fred and Tom
children; forty great grand- Adams; thirteen grandchildren.
children; one great great
grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two psn, at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. A.Z.
Clayton of Memphis,Tenn., and
Re. Roy Gibson officiating.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be in Senate is dose to a vote on
the Hazel Cemetery. Friends President Nixon's nomination
may call at the funeral home. of House Republican Leader
Gerald R. Ford as vice president.
A roll call vote was set for
late afternoon, with only one
senator having announced he
vote against conwould
firmation of the veteran Michigan congressman.
Ford was nominated by PresFuneral services for Gairey
Walker Thurman are being held ident Nixon Oct. 12 to replace
today at two p.m. at Cherry Spiro T. Agnew, who resigned
Corner Baptist Church with after pleading no contest to a
Rev. Roy Gibson officiating.
charge of incotne tax evasion.
The nomination was the first
Active pallbearers are Crit
Stubblefield, Kenneth Mc- under the 25th Amendment
Cuiston, Owen Garrison, Sandy adopted in 1967. It provides that
Forrest, Harold Bucy, Ronnie if the office of vice president
Gig*On. and Ted McCuiston. becomes vacant, a successor
Serving as an honorary group shall be nominated by the preswill be Clayton McCuiston, Kim
Weatherford, and members of
the sixth grade class, Mrs.
Patricia Seiber,teacher,of New
Concord Elementary School.
Interment will be in the
Paul Ross, assistant director
Barnett Cemetery with the of the Special Services Program
arrangements by the Blalock- at Murray State University will
Coleman Funeral Home.
speak at the noon luncheon of
The youth, age 11, died the United Campus Ministry,
Monday about one a.m. at the this Wednesday. Ross will
Murray-Calloway County discuss the role and purposes of
Hospital dew having become ill special services which is
while the family were enroute designed as a voluntary
home from a vacation in program to assist students in
Florida. An autopsy was per- their growth in college life with
formed and family members both personal and academic
said the pathologist said "death needs.
was due to a diabetic coma."
Ross is a graduate of Murray
The young boy had been State, holding a bachelor's
checked just recently for degree and a Master of Arts
diabetes and the family was degree in Education. Ross is a
unaware he was a diabetic
member of Phi Delta Kappa
Survivors are his parents, Mr. Professional Education Society
and Mrs. Ray Thurman, and and has traveled extensively in
two brothers, Larry Ray the Southwest United States,
Thurman and Gene Thurman, studying
the open schools
all of Murray Route Five; half concepts.
William
sister, Mrs.
(Donna)
The United Campus Ministry
Wilson of Ahno Route One; luncheons are held each
grandmother, Mrs. Ethel Wednesday at 12:30, 202 N. 15th
Walker, and great grand- St. The public is invited. For
mother, Mrs. Carrie Hicks, both Information or reservations call
of Murray Route Eight.
7'534531.

Hijackers Release
Hostages In Malta

Heart Clinic
Scheduled
For Adults

U.S. Scores Trade
Surplus In October

VALLETTA, Malta ( AP) —
Three Palestinian guerrillas
who hijacked a Dutch jumbo
jet Sunday night released its
240 passengers and eight stewardesses today, then forced the
r t of the crew to fly them
eastward toward a still-secret
destination.
The hijackers were accompanied by A. W. Witholt, a vice
president of KLM, the Dutch
airline, and nine or 10 crew
members. An Egyptian diplomat was to have joined Witholt
as a hostage but for some unexplained reason did not board
the plane.
After extended negotiations
between Prime Minister Dorn
Mintoff of Malta and the hijackers, the passengers and
stewardesses were allowed to
leave the Boeing 747 in two
groups. Half the crowd slid
down the emergency chutes
after the plane's fuel was half
replenished, then the rest were
released after the refueling was
completed.
The passengers looked tired
but relieved as buses took them
to hotels. One woman was given first aid in an ambulance

A one-day heart clinic for
medically indigent adult
patients will be held in the
Grave County Health Department, Mayfield, on Friday,
December 14.
The clinic will be conducted
by a medical team headed by
Dr. Robert R. Goodin, Assistant
Professor, of Medicine at the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine and Director of the
Cardiovascular Laboratory at
Louisville General Hospital.
Sponsored by the Kentucky
Heart Association, the State
Department of Health, the
University of Louisville Medical
School, and the County Health
Departments, the
clinic
provides a diagnostic service
for each patient, along with
recommendations for treatment and management of the
case. Opportunity will also be
provided for the physician
referring the patient to consult
with the clinician regarding his
patient, and no patient will be
admitted without a written
referral from a physician.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten by
the KHA and the State Health
Department. Clinic personnel
as well as space and equipment
will be provided by the Graves
County Health Department, the
State Health Department and
the
Kentucky
Heart
Association.
The clinic will serve patients
from Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and
McCracken Counties.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States scored another
big surplus in foreign trade in
October, moving the country
closer to its first yearly surplus
in three years, the Commerce
Department reported today.
The department said there
was a surplus of $527 million in
October, based on exports of
$6,431.6 million and imports of
$5,904.5 million.
It was the second biggest
monthly surplus this year and
put the country's foreign trade
in surplus by $680 million for
the first 10 months of 1973.
By comparison, U.S. trade
was in deficit by $5.2 billion for
the same period last year. The
country had a trade deficit of
$6 billion for all of 1972 and a
deficit of $2 billion in 1971.
The improvement in foreign
trade is attributed directly to
the two devaluations of the U.S.
dollar which have made U.S.
goods cheaper overseas and
foreign goods more costly in
this country.
Secretary of the Treasury of
the Treasury George P. Shultz
said Monday that the United

Senate Close To Vote
On Nomination Of Ford

Gairey W. Thurman
Funeral Services
Being Held Today

Ross To Speak
At UCM Luncheon
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The Shon)case

Because of a reporting error
in yesterday's Ledger & Times,:
the article dealing with the
election tonight of new members to the Murray-Calloway
Country Club board of directors
was iruiccurate in content
Three new directors will be
named at the 7:30 p.m. meeting
tonight at the clubhouse from a
group of six nominees: Buddy
Buckingham, Fred Wells, Bill
Thurman, Richard Knight,
John Paulk and Clyde Adkins.
The new directors will take
office January 1.
Immediately
following
Prices of stocks of local in- tonight's general membership
terest at noon today, furnished meeting, the present board of
to the Ledger & Times by I. M directors will go into session to
appoint a fourth new director to
Simon Co. are as follows:
fill the unexpired term of E.J.
Airco
13 -%
Haverstock, who has moved
Am. Motors
814 +1
/
4
from the city, and to name the
A.T. & T.
47% -IS
new club officers for 1974. They
Ashland Oil
24% -Irit
also will assume their new
Boise Cascade
12% UNC
responsibilities January 1.
Gen. Motors
49% UNC
Every members of the club is
Gen. Tire
13% +Vs
urged to attend the meeting
Goodrich
16% +1
/
2
tonight and to participate in the
Gulf Oil
211
/
4 -14
election, Club President Jimmy
Pennwalt
19/
1
4 -24Boone said.
Quaker Oat
30% -/
1
4
Tappan
7% Ai
Western Union
13% -/
1
4

Stock Attie

Crossword Puzzle

Dr. Frank Steely
Awarded Contract

Says . . .
THANK YOU
for making our Grand Opening a success!
Come back to see us.
11qt...A www owlp

4

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.
1AP I — Dr. Frank Steely, the
first and only president of
Northern Kentucky State College, has been awarded a second four-year contract.
Steely was praised for development of the new campus over
the past ten years by NKSC
Board of Regents Chairman
Kenneth Lucas who urged, "he
deserves our unqualified supPort."
The post provides a $35,000
salary with merit raises, full
tenure as a professor of history, a residence, maid service
and an automobile.

Get your Gift Subscriptions

USSR launches

from the Ledger & Times

atomic icebreaker

Witint 15119TEA Gift Card will be sent

•
umor--.111h,

Election At
Club Clarified

5 Fold
6 Mountain lake
1 Advantage
7 Aftirmative
5 Parent-teacher
vote
g Note of krx.
group (Mohr )
8 Confront
9 Beverage
12 Disturbance
10 1.nnY Pktures
11 Gaelic
13 Deposit
14 Winglike
16 Goddess of
15 Peer Gynt's
discord
mother
17 Click becks
16 Having ears
20 Stitt
open mouthed
18 Bitter vetch
19 Army offrcer
22 A state (abbr.)
(abbr )
25 Alcoholic
20 Facial
beverages
expresston
26 Dine
21 King of Bashan 27 Instruct
28 Carpenter s
23 Symbol for
tellurium
tool
29 Fruit seed
24 Expect
26 Muse of poetry 31 Goff mound
33 High card
28 Cuts
34 Proxecting
29 Dance step
tooth
30 Decay
32 Skon ailment
36 Trumpet, bird
33 Pryer island
34 Rational
35 Tiny
36 Perform
37 Aromatic herb
38 Wise person
40 Reach across
41 Preposition
43 Babylonian
deity
44 Coarse,
motet hair
45 Neat
47 Macaw
•
49 Tooke
Si Greek letter
52 Act of shaung
in
55 One opposed
ACROSS

1617 121 lly-Pies

Ding-Ding-Dong
Ring the Bell
All Is Well

ident subject to confirmation by
majority vote of the Senate and
the House.
The House is expected to vote
on Ford's nomination late next
week. Its Judiciary Committee
completed six days of hearings
Monday.
The only senator to announce
he would vote against confirmation was William D. Hathaway, 1)-Maine, who said his
stand should not be interpreted
as any reflection on Ford's
character or qualifications.
Hathaway told the Senate
that with Nixon undergoing an
impeachment
investigation,
consideration of any nominee
for vice president is improper.
Chairman Howard W. Cannon, D-Nev., of the Senate
Rules Cotrunittee, which conducted hearings on the nomination, said it found no bar to
Ford's confirmation after putting him '`under the microscope
of public scrutiny."
At a news conference Monday
night in Hauppauge, N.Y., before a dinner speech, Ford said
he was "very definitely ruling
myself out as a presidential
candidate
in '76 and certainly for any time thereafter."
He said that represented his
present thinking and "I can't
speculate beyond saying what
my present intention is."

after she slipped while dis
embarking from the plane.
Some 120 of the passengers
were Japanese who were on
their way home from Europe
when the Palestinians took over
the plane Sunday night over
Iraq. The big }et landed in
Damascus, Syria; Nicosia, Syria,. and Tripoli, Libya, before
flying to Malta.
The hijackers — who were
said to be armed with plastic
explosives, hand grenades and
a pistol — claimed to be members of an obscure Arab guerrilla group called the Arab
Youth Organization for the Liberation of Palestine.
One of the passengers, H. M.
Hassan of the Sudan, said the
passengers remained calm
through their 32-hour ordeal but
tension developed when Libyan
authorities blocked the runway
while they were in Tripoli.
"There were frightening mornents as I heard the hijackers
giving orders to each other to
set gelignite traps against the
aircraft doors and windows and
saying that if the Libyans insisted that they surrender, they
would blow up the plane in five
minutes," Hassan said.
Hassan said the oldest of the
three hijackers was 32 and the
others were 30 and 21. He said
their motive appeared to be to
focus attention on the Arab
summit meeting in Algiers and
to force the Netherlands to
deny military and moral aid to
Israel and transit to Soviet
Jews migrating to Israel.
Before the guerrillas agreed
to release the passengers, the
Dutch government in an official
statement said that KLM had
never transported war materials to Israel and would never
do so and that any Dutchman
serving in the Israeli forces
faced the loss of his citizenship.
The government also said the
Netherlands has not delivered
arms to Israel since the October war and is not a transit
country for Jewish immigrants
from the Soviet Union.

The Ark uka, Russia's secMatra''itetteaker '406
launched recently, according
to a Moscow announcement.
The vessel,obuilt in Leningrad, is larger and more powerful than Russia's first icebreaker, the Lenin, which is
16,000 tons. — CNS

Energy . . .
(Caattsaed from Page 1
Secretary Gerald L. Warren
was asked whether Nixon
would follow his own suggestion
that Americans spend "a little
more time at home" by changing his pattern of spending
most weekends away from
Washington. "I think he will be
spending more time around
here ... Just as all people will
be conserving, the President
will," Warren said.
—Interior Department officials expressed uncertainty at
how soon the President's plan
to draft 50 oil industry executives to help run his emergency
energy programs would be put
into practice. They said there
were problems with antitrust
and conflict-of-interest laws in
putting the executives to work
for the government.
—In Dallas, the morning
News said that the government
has ordered major oil firms to
deliver fuel immediately to the
Defense Department, to replace
supplies cut by the Arab oil
embargo.
The newspaper said the fuel
was being diverted from civilian uses. Spokesmen for the
Defense and Interior departments said they were not
aware of such an order.

NAME NOT INCLUDED
Dawn McCuiston, a junior at
Calloway County High School,
was not included in the list
submitted by the school as those
having been listed on the honor
roll for the first nine weeks of
schools.

By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Skylab 3's astronauts
are
readying
instruments
aboard the orbiting laboratory
for the first of some 50 earth
resources studies covering
many areas of the globe.
A major goal of a resources
survey today on a pass extending from the Colorado Rockies
to the Mississippi delta is to begin charting winter snow cover
in the Rockies to determine
how well a space study of this
type can be used to assess water runoff in the spring.
Other prime targets were
land studies of the Sabine forest of Texas and water mapping at the mouth of the Mississippi River.
Astronauts Gerald P. Carr,
William R. Pogue and Edward
G. Gibson were in the 12th day
of their planned record 84-day
space mission.
They spent the first 10 days
setting up housekeeping and
performing about 25 minor repair jobs in their station. They
finally began full-time scientific
research Monday.
They were to have conducted
the first earth resources pass
Monday, but it was postponed
because of heavy cloud cover
over much of the United States.

Burley . ..
(Costiaued from Page 1
pecting something like last
year's price. But the extra
money'll come in handy, because labor and everything else
it takes to raise tobacco went
up this year."
Zed Layson, district supervisor for the USDA Tobacco Division of the Agricultural Marketing Service, which grades
the tobacco prier to sale, said
the crop was of medium quality, "very little fancy tobacco,
but very little common tobacco
either.
"It's a good' useable crop
that all the companies will desire," he said.
The high price in Kentucky
Monday was reported at Cynthiana, where 590,430 pounds of
burley brought an average of
$87.61 per hundred. The low
was at Harrodsburg, where
buyers paid an average of
$85.44 per hundred pounds for
452,855 pounds of tobacco.
At the largest market, Lexington, the average price was
886.54 per hundred for a total of
2,665,785 pounds.

(Costiaued 1rom Page 1)
"was caused by the depression
of the record button during the
process of reviewing the tape,
possibly while the recorder was
In the proximity of an electric
typewriter and a high-intensity
lamp."
Miss Woods' attorney,
Charles S. Rhyne said, "We'll
be glad to reproduce the whole
office."
Whereupon U.S. District
Judge John J. Sirtca said, "I'm
not going to open those big
double doors and bring a big
desk in here."
Mrs. Volner said she was
asking for the material because
technical experts thought it
would be useful in determining
the source of the hum which
obliterated 18 minutes of the
tape.
Mrs. Volner told the court
Monday that the obliterated
section included all of the Conversation between the President and Haldeman about the
Watergate affair.
Miss Woods testified that the
incident with the tape recorder
occurred in her White House office after a long work weekend
at Camp David, Md. Sept. 29
and 30 where she transcribed
subpoenaed tapes.
Strica now is holding the subpoenaed Watergate tapes under
guard.
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37 Three-banded
armadillo
39 Ohahthonli
40 Form
41 Bark cloth
42 Algerian
seaport
44 Narrow opening
45 Tiny particle
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46 Makes into
leather
48 Skill
50 Tuberous root
51 Goddess of
healing
53 Note of scale
5.4 Symbol for
tantalum
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57 Weapons
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2 Space betsieen
two ohlects
3 Female deer
4 Sam? (abbr

Skylab 3
Readies
For Studies

States now feels the value of
the dollar—which has been
strengthening in recent weeks—
is just about where it should be
in relation to currencies of the
nation's major trading partners.
The October surplus was
down slightly from the surplus
in September of $873 million,
which was the biggest single
monthly surplus in more than
eight years.
The Commerce Department
said there was no single outstanding development in October trade, an indication that
the improvement in trade was
solidly based.
There was a slight decline in
agricultural exports during the
month and an increased export
of nonagricultural goods, while
there were some increases in
imports of petroleum products
and food.
So far this year, the Commerce Department said, U.S.
exports have been at an annual
rate of almost $68.5 billion,
about 39 per cent above a year
ago, and imports have been at
an annual rate of just over
$87.6 billion, about 22 per cent
higher than 1872,
All of the figures in the Commerce Department report are
adjusted for seasonal variations.
There have been monthly surpluses this year in April, July,
September and October. The
other six months have been in
deficits, but with the‘. deficits
not nearly enough to outweigh
the solid surpluses of the last
two months.

Tapes . . .
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It. Great.
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Kentucky Finance, with home offices in Lexington and
over 50 offices throughout Kentucky, has a new office. It's
right here, where you want it. Now the best loan service in
Kentucky is ready to serve you, just as they've served
Kentuckians for over 29 years..
Remember at Kentucky Finance we are anxious to
approve your loan. Small loans up to $1200.. and the big
loan, up to $7500. To meet today's greater needs. You can
count on us Thank you.
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Go Where The Service Is/Loans to '7500

KENTUCKY FINANCE

506 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-2621
(In the former Murray Loan location)
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